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ABSTRACT 
The lobbies of culturally-themed luxury hotels in Las Vegas have a particular ability 
to entice clients, convey intended experiences, and provide areas of sociability and pleasure. The 
primary objectives of this thesis were to analyze and identify the key design characteristics that 
shaped the lobbies of four prominent and distinctive luxury hotels, and to understand how the 
characteristics could be employed beyond Las Vegas. Caesars Palace, The Venetian Las Vegas, 
Bellagio, and Paris Las Vegas are among the most desirable culturally-themed luxury hotels in 
Las Vegas and their lobbies are the topic of this study.  Research methods include physical, 
iconographical (semiotic), and sensorial analysis of designed spaces from a material cultural 
perspective and application of a sensory slider model to measure the level of emotion arousal 
from a social science perspective. Findings show that distinctive themes and styles of the hotels 
meet with the context of contemporary life and requirements of Las Vegas for pseudo-authentic 
experiences of escapism. The design concepts are inspired by the past with many rooted in 
classical antiquity or a derivation of it. Reinventions introduce and restore historical appearances 
that are tied to period styles, and also exhibit integrated styles and tastes of multiple periods in 
one building. The themes of the hotels emphasize a sense of a specific period and place. The 
study interprets how findings could be applied in hotel lobby designs beyond Las Vegas. 
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CHAPTER 1.    INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Overview 
Luxury hotels are ubiquitous around the world, but some stand out as particularly 
extraordinary, memorable, and meaningful as experiences. As a place of exclusive sociability1, 
luxury hotels play an important role in the popular imagination (Avermaete 2011). The origin of 
the word hotel is centered around ideas of luxury, comfort, leisure, and enjoyment. In the 1760s, 
the word “hotel” signified a guest house of particularly high quality, such as the residence of a 
nobleman, a town hall of the people, or a civic building of governmental business (Sandoval-
Strausz 2007). The first purpose-built hotels were intended mainly for the use of kings and 
nobility. Yet by the age of global mass tourism in the late twentieth century, the term hotel 
evolved to refer to the dominant form of travel accommodations for people of all social classes. 
Multiple price points provided affordability to the broader populations. Luxury hotels have 
become accommodations of extravagance, sumptuousness, and high-living for customers willing 
to pay the price for a particular experience. 
Luxury hotels of Las Vegas are a unique American creation that had and have far-
reaching, global influence. Las Vegas is known as the ‘Entertainment Capital of the World,’ and 
it attracts mass tourists from all around the world. Due to the boom of tourism and escapism—or 
a desire to have a break  from the demands of modern societies— a large number of  hotels in 
Las Vegas were constructed not only to provide accommodations, but to also create unique 
experiences. Differing from other cities, luxury hotels in Las Vegas are mainly clustered along a 
single road referred to as the Strip, and competition along it is high. As a result, the Las Vegas 
 
1 A term defined the hotel lobby by Tom Avermaete. 
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Strip is dominated by mega casinos hotels and has been shaped as one of the most iconic tourist 
destinations in the world.  
Hoteliers along the Strip, together with their design firms, give considerable thought to 
making architectural façades and interiors visibly stylish and memorable. In order to attract mass 
tourists and guests, architectural façades of luxury hotels are cleverly designed with visual and 
intuitive characteristics to communicate desired themes, fantasies, or stories about the intended 
experiences hotels would provide to guests. While the façades of hotels successfully attract 
tourists, hotel lobbies perform important functions to keep the tourists engaged and enjoying 
their leisure.  
Hotel lobbies have been developed to innovatively facilitate communication and provide 
areas of sociability that were then perceived as the heart and spirit of these buildings. In “Hotel 
Lobbies and Lounges,” Greg Votolato suggested that the hotel lobby was virtually an impulse 
response to modernity (Votolato 2011). By this he meant the hotel lobby had been developed as 
a space which could be easily adapted by fellow guests and sufficiently support their activities. 
The hotel lobby, as an aesthetic language, is interpreted by its decoration and how it 
creates and conveys meanings to the guests. Interior Designers must not only understand how to 
make lobbies spacious and inviting, but also how they can successfully facilitate social networks 
and manage the interactions among strangers.  
In “Learning from Las Vegas2,” Robert Venturi analyzed the architectural forms of the 
Las Vegas Strip to understand the tastes and values of ordinary people and to gain a new insight 
in the contemporary designers’ role in society. While Venturi and others have studied the 
architectural façades of Las Vegas and what could be learned from them, an understanding of 
 
2 The title of a book written by Robert Venturi. 
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interior aspects of hotels in Las Vegas and their broader application is lacking in current design 
scholarship.  
To contribute to a body of scholarship about hotel interiors in Las Vegas, this thesis 
analyzes distinctive lobbies of culturally-themed hotels and illuminates why they are successful. 
It also explains how key ideas learned from Las Vegas can be applied to luxury hotel lobbies 
beyond this city. 
 
1.2 Research Questions 
1. What are the distinctive design characteristics of culturally-themed luxury hotel 
lobbies in Las Vegas and how do they successfully recall historical themes and create fantasy 
environments in resort architecture? 
2. What are the key features of culturally-themed luxury hotel lobbies that most influence 
emotional arousal, pleasure, and preference?  
3. What are the key philosophies and design concepts that facilitate desirable experiences 
in luxury hotel lobbies of Las Vegas that can be applied to hotels beyond Las Vegas? 
The research focuses on luxury hotel lobbies in four culturally-themed hotels located 
along the Las Vegas Strip. The hotels include Caesars Palace, The Venetian Las Vegas, Bellagio, 
and Paris Las Vegas. 
 
1.3 Limitations 
Las Vegas had been shaped as a world-class resort town, and also recognized as the 
gambling capital in America. As the forefront of casino culture, hotels in Las Vegas center 
around casinos. Excluding the casino and the gambling culture, this study focuses on the major 
design characteristics in hotel lobbies that appeal to emotion and sensory preference. 
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1.4 Literature Review 
The subsequent Literature Review provides a cultural and historical context of the city of 
Las Vegas and its unique hotels, and design principles working in Las Vegas. 
 
1.4.1 Why Las Vegas: Cultural and Historical Context 
The origins of the luxury hotels in America were associated with politics and culture, and 
what would appeal to successful entrepreneurs. Design development of these hotels reflected 
American beliefs about democracy and the nation’s human geography related to the mobility of 
Americans. To understand the appeal of luxury hotels within the cultural and historical theses, it 
is necessary to explain how such hotels have been shaped as a current form and why they 
successfully integrate within local cultures. 
 The history of Las Vegas is regarded as a story of glittering streams, beginning from “a 
small oasis of desert” to “a path of a fictional city” (Mutō and Kenchikusha 1997). In the middle 
of the nineteenth century, all that people could see on the land where is now Las Vegas was the 
endless reddish-brown desert and a small oasis. Las Vegas started as a lodging town for 
caravans, and then became a railroad town. In 1911, the Las Vegas Chamber of Commerce 
developed a plan to shape Las Vegas as a Western resort area. As a frontier town, Las Vegas has 
been defined as a place far removed experientially from the daily life of typical Americans. The 
establishment of the Grand Canyon (February 26, 1919) and Zion National Park (November 19, 
1919) and Western Air express services (April 17, 1926) accelerated the urbanization of Las 
Vegas. In 1931, the legalization of gambling set Las Vegas as an entertainment town. In the 
same year, the Hoover Dam construction provided stable water and electricity supply for three 
major western states, including Nevada, Arizona, and California. It led to the increase of 
population to this frontier, and also attracted further investment to boost the growth of the city. In 
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1966, Howard Hughes purchased the first of many Las Vegas resorts, including the Sand Hotel 
(replaced by The Venetian in 1999), and the Last Frontier Hotel. His arrival facilitated turning 
Las Vegas towards a major resort center (Duchemin 2009).  
The success of Las Vegas, such a remote place that would become a fabulous resort city 
within a hundred years, is not only ascribable to the political and economic affairs in this city, 
but also to the establishment of the city’s themed hotels (Mutō and Kenchikusha 1997). In the 
1940s, El Rancho Vegas Hotel and the Last Frontier Hotel (renamed the New Frontier in 1955) 
were built on the Las Vegas Strip, carrying their own cultural themes such as ‘Spain’ and ‘the 
Frontier.’ The El Rancho Vegas Hotel was constructed with Spanish colonial style exterior 
appearances and a frontier interior aspect. Similarly, the Last Frontier Hotel showcased ‘the life 
of the American frontier’ theme and operated successfully. The designs of these two hotels were 
profoundly related to the history of Las Vegas, and they stirred people’s nostalgia towards the 
old frontier. The Pioneer Club Hotel (1942), carried a similar theme but introduced a large neon 
sign above the roof, which inspired other hotels to install colorful and bright neon signs on their 
hotels to add interest and excitement, and to modernize building appearances. The town was 
soon illuminated with glittering streams of numerous neon signs, which became a glamorous 
feature of Las Vegas. However, the over-population and the excess number of automobiles 
became a serious problem in downtown Las Vegas. To meet the demand for accommodations 
and automobiles, business owners began building numerous hotels along a single street, which 
became known as the Strip as a family tourist center. The Strip is on route 91 and runs from 
downtown Las Vegas toward Los Angeles. It was initially no more than a wide road in the desert 
with a few billboards, gas stations, and casinos. In 1946, the Flamingo hotel featured a design 
with exotic tropical birds that were non-native to Las Vegas, introducing a new prototype for 
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resort architecture in the city, that was drawn on different regions and diverse histories unrelated 
to the history of Las Vegas. Since then, more and more remarkable hotels created unique fantasy 
worlds of far-away places, contributing to the growing tourist city, which became known for 
escapism. 
In the context of broader American society, the development of modern Las Vegas has 
been a popular subject of many books and journals. Many scholars, such as, Zheng and Wan, 
have investigated the relationship between casino gambling and the city’s economic and social 
systems by tracing back to the historical and design development of Las Vegas (Zheng and Wan 
2014). The rapid growth of luxury hotels in Las Vegas is credited to the outstanding design of 
the city’s hospitality buildings, which have contributed to the level of prosperity of the Strip and 
of the city.  
 
1.4.2 History of Hotels Representing Other Cultures in Las Vegas 
In the sixteenth century, the Spanish Colonial style architecture emerged under the 
impact of the Spanish colonial settlements in America and elsewhere (Niell 2014). The Spanish 
Colonial style architecture in America, represents an international reform style that introduces 
design influences from local southwestern cultures that intermix with the classical Baroque style. 
The primary characteristics of the Spanish Colonial style include simplified regional construction 
and Baroque ornamentation exported from Spain. In 1941, the El Rancho Vegas Hotel, regarded 
as the first casino hotel built on Route 91, was a Spanish Colonial style building. The hotel 
offered a large parking lot, a large lobby with a casino, a show hall, an outdoor swimming pool, 
and a windmill-like sign board on the meadows. Unlike the design of the Renaissance style 
hotels in Las Vegas since the 1960s, the exterior appearance of the El Rancho Vegas Hotel was 
plain and bold in form, without any elaborate classical features. It was built with very thick 
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walls, which had light-color stucco over adobe brick and stone, as well as a red barrel-shaped tile 
roof. Also, it had small window openings, which is a recognizable feature of the Spanish 
Colonial Style. When looking at its interior, the dining and living areas created a casual and 
warm feel for the guests. The primary material of its interior was wood, adding to a natural and 
warm color scheme. The wooden columns and beams were exposed and kept in a rustic style and 
served as the structural support of the wooden ceiling. The El Rancho Vegas Hotel was 
introduced as a themed hotel and presented a prototype of a resort motel in Las Vegas that was 
related to the region’s Spanish colonial history. One year later, the Last Frontier Hotel was built 
one mile south of the El Rancho Vegas Hotel and expanded the ‘frontier’ style. In the nineteenth 
century, the ‘frontier’ meant the Western United States, which had been settled by European 
colonists. To Americans, the ‘frontier’ is not only about an important part of American history, 
but also about the life of American hardships. Leisure was a desired but restricted privilege at 
that time. Culver Lawrence introduced how the ‘frontier’ has shaped the culture, communities, 
and society of Southern California and the Americas in his book (Culver 2010). As a way of 
escape from daily life, at the end of the nineteenth century, businessmen in Southern California 
and the Western States built places offering a frontier lifestyle of leisure. The Last Frontier 
Hotel, a representative hotel that provided the leisure, featured a main building with a lobby and 
two extending wings. It provided 107 rooms and had 400 parking spaces. In order to be a tourist 
attraction, its lobby was decorated with frontier motifs, including authentic Western pioneer 
saddles, antique guns, and other accessories to enhance the Western theme. 
The Flamingo opened in 1946 and attempted to be a more sophisticated resort hotel that 
included a garden courtyard that served as a wildlife habitat for live flamingos. After that, four 
more remarkable hotels were built on the strip, including the Thunderbird (opened in 1948), the 
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Desert Inn (opened in 1950, and replaced by Wynn Las Vegas in 2005), the Sahara (opened in 
1952), and the Sands (opened in 1952, replaced by The Venetian hotel in 1996). As the hotels’ 
names, the theme of these four hotels were related to the tradition of Native Americans and the 
desert climate of Las Vegas. The thunderbird is known as a legendary creature and totem of 
Native American culture, symbolizing power, and strength. The Thunderbird Hotel stood out 
with large statues of colorful bird-like creatures at the top of the hotel tower. The Desert Inn was 
named after the building site’s surroundings. Meanwhile, Sahara, carrying a theme about the 
Moroccan desert in northern Africa, was regarded as another reference to the desert climate of 
Las Vegas. To make a statement, the Sands, one of the most iconic casino-hotels on the Strip, 
was built with larger scale compared to the other three hotels. It offered a nightclub and popular 
performances, and later became a national spotlight of amusement that successfully turned Las 
Vegas into a major center of entertainment. 
The Tropicana (1957), a tropical climate-themed hotel was more elaborate and expensive 
than previous hotels and was built to attract guests from Hollywood and the upper class with its 
sophisticated and expensive hospitality services. In the middle of the 1950s, hotel construction 
began to mushroom in Las Vegas to support the rapid growth of the entertainment industry and 
tourism. In 1959, the Las Vegas Convention Center was established to promote city development 
and generate profits aside from tourism. From that time on, Las Vegas was not only about 
gambling, but also about entertainment shows and sports events (McCracken 1997). Hence, 
many hotels on the strip were constructed and renovated with multi-functions that included 
casinos, theaters, and conference rooms. 
By the end of the 1960s, the emergence of large corporations in Las Vegas further 
changed the styles of buildings as related to their hotel businesses. In 1966, Caesars Palace 
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opened and created a high-class atmosphere by carrying an ancient Roman theme through both 
exteriors and interiors. It conveyed a new example of a luxurious hotel in Las Vegas with an 
ancient classical theme. Unlike the stereotypical hotels currently on the Strip, featuring glittering 
neon signs on the façade and plain parking lots, such features were never adopted in the blueprint 
of construction for Caesars Palace. Rather, neon lighting was indirect and more subtle to 
highlight historic design features of the luxury hotel. On the way to the hotel entrance, visitors 
were pulled into the illusion of ancient Rome with the charm of the unfamiliar and surrounded by 
Roman-style monumental statues. In 1968, the Circus Circus hotel opened and attempted to 
expand its guest types, to not only gamblers, but also to families. Instead of being elegant and 
luxurious, the Adventure dome, a five-acre indoor amusement park, was inside a giant pink glass 
dome that connected to the hotel. As required by law,3 playrooms and a circus arena were offered 
to separate children from gamblers. The luxurious Caesars Palace and the moderate Circus 
Circus set two additional directions for fantasy hotel development, with both of them creating 
worlds far away from the daily experience of the others. In other words, these two hotels 
established the foundation of themed hotels in Las Vegas. 
In the 1990s, some corporations attempted to build  residence towers to turn Las Vegas 
into a modern resort town by studying and learning from the successful hotels of Miami beach 
and Honolulu, such as, Fontainebleau (1954) and the Moana Hotel (1901). However, these newly 
built towers with low costs looked plain and boring compared to the existing unusual façades and 
glittering neon signs. 
During the 1980s, the fact that other states began to permit wide-open gambling made 
some hotel owners worried about the future of Las Vegas. The luxury hotel the Mirage (1989) 
 
3 Las Vegas, Nevada -Code of Ordinance. Title 6 - Business Taxes, licences and regulations, Chapter 6. 10 - Arcade 
and small game rooms, 6.10.030 - Staffing -- Security. 
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with unusual outdoor attractions and the moderately-priced hotel Excalibur (1990), designed to 
appeal to families, were considered new forms that expanded the appeal of fantasy hotels and 
contributed to the hotel rush in Las Vegas. The outdoor attractions around the Mirage, including 
the volcanic show, made the hotel unique among the hotels on the Strip. In order to attract family 
guests, the appearance of the Excalibur carried a Camelot theme based on the image of a 
Bavarian chateau that appeared to be just out of a fairy tale. Different from the elegant and 
luxury hotels, this moderate-priced hotel made tourists feel relaxed and comfortable in casual 
dress. Since then, Treasure Island (opened in 1993), Luxor (1993), MGM Grand(1993), and New 
York-New York(1997)  opened, and ever-widening themed hotels such as Bellagio (1998), Paris 
(1999), and The Venetian (1999) made the Strip more brilliant and glamorous.  
 
1.4.3 Design Principles Working in Las Vegas 
Las Vegas, known as “Sin City,” is one of the most popular entertainment cities in the 
world. Since the nineteenth century, Las Vegas has brought the entertainment culture to the 
forefront with its significance and has been introduced as the ‘neon metropolis’4 and different 
from other cities in America. The Mirage (1989) on the Strip, the golden Mandalay Bay (1999) 
at the southern tip, the pyramid-shaped Luxor (1993), the faux medieval castles of the Excalibur 
(1990) and numerous openings of other luxury hotels have shaped the Las Vegas Strip as a 
world-class entertainment center. The illusion of the exotic on the Las Vegas Strip offers 
Americans a fantasyland to escape from the realm of daily life. Las Vegas hotels depict luxury 
and an intoxicating lifestyle to support their primary purpose of providing pleasure to make 
money. All businesses in Las Vegas pursue this objective by creating fantasy and unrealistic 
 
4 Audirac, I. "Neon Metropolis: How Las Vegas Started the Twenty-first Century." Housing Studies 20, no. 1 
(2005): 173-75. 
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lifestyles and providing all sorts of entertainment, and particularly gambling. The designs of 
luxury hotels in Las Vegas are overwhelming with the large-scale amusement centers and visual 
ornaments. Inside the hotels, the extraordinary details bring the sense of extravagance that no 
cost has been spared. As the capital of American fantasy, Las Vegas has always loomed large as 
a place of escapism and has been raised to an art form throughout the Las Vegas Strip and its 
hotels. Everything in Las Vegas seems unrealistic, but it still persuades visitors willingly to 
suspend disbelief and enjoy the illusion, to escape from worry, and the restraints of daily life. 
 
1.5 Research Methods 
In 1977, Robert Venturi conducted a careful documentation and analysis of the physical 
forms along the Strip in the “Learning from Las Vegas,” as a way to understand and appreciate a 
new receptivity to the tastes and values of ordinary people and  to gain a new insight in 
contemporary designs and the designers’ role in society (Venturi 1977). While Venturi 
documented the architectural aspects of hospitality design along the Strip in Las Vegas during 
the 1970s, remaining lacking is contemporary scholarship in research and analyses about the 
interiors of Las Vegas hotels. Hotel lobbies represent an important part of conveying the stories 
of themed hotels and enhancing the visitors’ experiences. This study provides a twenty-first 
century perspective of the interiors of prominent Las Vegas hotels located along the strip through 
an analysis of lobby designs of culturally-themed luxury hotels. 
The research model of this thesis is a parallel case study with comprehensive 
documentation of four luxury hotel lobbies in Las Vegas, including that of Caesars Palace, The 
Venetian, Bellagio, and Paris Las Vegas. The research methodology integrates material culture 
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analysis,5 multi-sensory perception analysis,6 and iconographical or semiotic analysis.7 Analyses 
and interpretations include both physical design characteristics and lived or sensory experience 
of these luxury hotel lobbies.  
Architectural and interior design characteristics and the lived experience in the luxury 
hotel lobbies were analyzed through an integration of qualitative analyses of the façades and 
interiors through material culture and sensory analysis. Material culture analysis, including 
emotional and sensory analysis, as set forth by Jules David Prown, was executed through site 
visits, observation, photography, reflective notes, and comprehensive assessment and 
documentation of the ambient environment. Sensory slider metrics further informed sensory 
analysis. Through speculation and parallel sensory analysis of four luxury hotel lobbies, the 
research results in a conceptual theory of design that has led to the success of hotels in Las Vegas 
and that may be transferred elsewhere. 
 As an overview, Prown’s method of material culture analysis has multiple stages. The 
first stage of the research is on-site observation and intuitive reaction. Evaluation of 
documentation from site visits draws on interpretative analysis to explain the interrelationship 
between design characteristics and the viewer’s emotional and sensory responses. The researcher 
describes physical characteristics in terms of forms, motifs, volumes, materials, symbolism, and 
application of principles of design in relationship to the historical styles represented. Sensorial 
responses are documented through written descriptions of initial responses and measured through 
profiles and sliders. Analyses are summarized through evaluative notes, diagrams, charts, 
 
5 Prown, Jules David. "Mind in Matter: An Introduction to Material Culture Theory and Method." Winterthur 
Portfolio 17, no. 1 (1982): 1-19. 
6 Malnar, Joy Monice., and Frank. Vodvarka. Sensory Design / Joy Monice Malnar and Frank Vodvarka. 
Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2004. 
7 Shapiro, Gary. "Intention and Interpretation in Art: A Semiotic Analysis." The Journal of Aesthetics and Art 
Criticism 33, no. 1 (1974): 33-42. 
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metrics, and images collected from the visits. This information provides written visual data for 
comparison of the four hotel lobbies. The researcher speculates and develops preliminary 
hypotheses by comparing the descriptions and interpretations of the luxury hotel lobbies. A more 
detailed explanation of each research method and how it was applied in this study follows. 
 
1.5.1 Material Culture Analysis  
“Material culture is a culture made material; it is the inner wit at work in the world” 
(Glassie 1999). The methods come from the physical objects, but do not end with them. The 
study of material culture uses physical objects to approach human thoughts and behaviors, and it 
helps scholars to gain new and interesting insights to decipher and understand the value and 
attribute of the objects. When interpreting an object as a genre of an art form, it is important and 
necessary to analyze its authentic attributes. Prown believes that material culture is a study based 
upon the obvious fact that existence of man-made objects is virtual evidence presenting the 
operation of human intelligence at that time (Prown 1982). A man-made object can reflect the 
conscious or unconscious methods and the basis for beliefs of the man who created or used it. 
Documenting cultural and social background is the first step to understand the evidence of the 
artifacts. 
The study begins with a systematic analysis of each building through material culture 
analysis following the process outlined by Prown. 
1. Description, recording the internal evidence of the object itself. 
2. Deduction, interpreting the interaction between the object and perceiver. 
3. Speculation, framing hypotheses and questions (Prown 1982). 
In this study, the researcher is the navigator of the study, to document the design aspects 
of the hotel lobbies and to record the lived experiences as a visitor. Each building was analyzed 
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by carefully observing and recording perceptual evidence. The façades of the buildings were 
introduced at first to give an overall sense of the hotels. The research method emphasized the 
documentation and the analyses of design characteristics in the luxury hotel lobbies, especially 
the impressive and attractive objects in the hotel lobbies. In order to give comprehensive 
analyses of the hotel lobbies, emotional and sensory analyses of the visits were employed to 
record the physical arousal that influenced sensory engagement and emotional arousals. The 
methods of physical documentation included taking field notes and photographs during the first 
visits of the hotel lobbies and completing emotional and sensory analyses during the second visit. 
Recording the internal evidence of the object required development of the description of 
design characteristics of hotel lobbies and was the first part of the analysis in this research. The 
documentation of physical aspects of the luxury hotel lobbies was conducted during the visits to 
investigate the design aspects of the luxury hotel lobbies and how they evoke emotional arousals 
and pleasure or preference. Descriptions following the experiential path of visitors. They began 
with the entrance approach (walkways and the façades), then proceeded to the hotel entrance, 
followed by the lobbies, and ended with the path out of the hotel. Descriptions of exterior spaces 
and façades and interior rooms first provided a brief overall impression and then systematically 
described features. After a brief overall impression of the lobby interior (size, shape, volumes, 
color-scheme), descriptions systematically detailed ceilings, walls, floors, furniture, and artwork.  
They included a discussion of the cultural themes being recalled and reinterpreted through 
interior finishes including forms and materials, motifs and ornament, colors and patterns, 
furniture and furnishings, artworks and accessories, and natural and artificial light.  
The second stage of the research employed an inductive approach, drawing on an 
interpretative analysis of the documentation to explain both emotional and sensory response to 
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the ambient environment of the luxury hotel lobbies (the emotional and sensory response are 
later described in detail). The purpose of this step was to provide various sensory clues that 
differentiate qualities of the hotel lobbies, which would later contribute to the comprehensive 
interpretation of the conscious experience in hotel lobbies. Emotional and sensory responses to 
the physical environment of the lobbies were recorded by the “emotional profile8” and the 
“sensory slider9.” Introduced by Kellerman’s “emotional profile”, an emotional profile was 
adopted to show emotional responses to the hotel lobbies. The “sensory slider,” created by 
Malnar and Vodvarka, was employed to record a multi-sensory interpretation, including visual, 
auditory, haptic, taste/smell, temperature/humidity and basic orienting system. After recording 
the emotional and sensory response to the ambient environment of the hotel lobbies. Following a 
typical path of a hotel visit, the sensory perception recordings of the luxury hotel lobbies started 
from the entrances, passed through the main lobbies, to the reception areas, and exited the hotel 
lobbies at the end. The interpretation of the design characteristics and the ambient environment 
of the luxury hotel lobbies were recorded in field notes.  
Speculation from physical evidence and its interaction was the final step of the study. The 
process of observation is inductive whereas the analysis of the research is deductive. As occurred 
in this study, an open-ended approach is where the researcher records the senses during the 
observation. Moving to the deduction phase, the documentation of the physical environment and 
intuitive perception of the hotel lobbies from the observations provided the major clues to 
explain the interaction between the design features of hotel lobbies and the perceiver’s 
(researcher’s) response. Based on the documentation of both design characteristics and the lived 
 
8 Kellerman, Henry., and Plutchik, Robert. Theories of Emotion / Edited by Robert Plutchik, Henry Kellerman. 
Emotion, Theory, Research, and Experience v. 1. New York: Academic Press, 1980. 
9  Malnar, Joy Monice., and Frank. Vodvarka. Sensory Design / Joy Monice Malnar and Frank Vodvarka. 
Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2004. 
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experience of the luxury hotel lobbies, the interaction and relationship between the design 
characteristics and the influences were questioned as to whether the response to the design 
characteristics that attract attention were intentional or not. The historical or cultural contexts of 
the design were reviewed to understand the original designer’s intention of the attractive and 
impressive design features. From the research and deductive arguments of the analysis, 
hypotheses and questions were derived to provide a new perspective of the interiors and their 
contexts. 
 
1.5.2 Iconographic and Semiotic Analysis 
Object analysis is the most fundamental expression that describes physical features of the 
material culture being studied, which in this thesis are the luxury lobbies of culturally-themed 
hotels. When observing the artifacts or lobbies as a sign, a semiotic analysis of the form would 
enrich analysis by revealing hidden information which may escape our initial comprehension. 
Shapiro stated the significance of a semiotic analysis in art should be regarded as an intentional 
representation of the artifacts. A symbol represents its objects by means of an association of 
convention whereas an icon conveys the meaning of a natural sign. In order to interpret more 
complex purposes involved in an artwork, Shapiro further suggests an empirical and pluralistic 
approach to the nature of intention in two ways: 1) trace back to the history of art which reveals 
an indefinite variety of artistic purposes, and 2) question the analysis of the intention itself, i.e., 
whether its purpose is an introspective experience, an aesthetic appreciation, or something else 
(Shapiro 1974). By identifying the iconography and symbolism in the physical environments of 
the luxury lobbies of the cultural-themed hotels, an indefinite variety of artistic purposes of their 
designs is revealed while tracing back to the history context of art. 
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1.5.3 Emotional and Sensory Response 
Emotion is a natural mood and an instinctive state of mind derived from a specific 
circumstance, environment, or relationship with others. We can easily tell our feelings in relation 
to a specific environment, but it is complicated to explain how the emotion is stimulated and why 
it happens. Myers argued that the fundamental elements of emotion include “physiological 
arousal, expressive behaviors, and conscious experience” (Kellerman and Plutchik 1980). 
Emotional arousal is one of the most important subjects in psychological literature. Schachter 
and Singer introduced a synthetic cognitive-physiological theory focusing on the interplay of 
physical arousals and cognitive emotional labels (Schachter 1962). They believed that emotion 
resulted not only in the physiological response, but also in the emotional recognition. Emotion is 
individually perceived when a person is in a state of general physical arousal, and this emotion 
can be described later in terms of specific emotional descriptor. Russell differentiated emotional 
expressions in two dimensions: valence and arousal, which can account for general emotional 
states.10  
While it may seem difficult to explain the emotional responses to culturally-themed 
luxury hotel lobbies by only giving the general feelings about the built environment, this study 
focused on a specific type of emotion that was stimulated. It used the “emotions profile,”11 as the 
measurement tool utilized to record the researcher’s emotional response to the hotel lobbies (Fig. 
1.5). Recalling Kellerman’s study of maladjustment, the “emotions profile” was administered to 
different patient groups to show the relative patterns of each of the eight emotion dimensions, 
including acceptance, joy, fear, and expectation in accessible states, including anger, disgust, 
 
10 Russell, James A. "A Circumplex Model of Affect." Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 39, no. 6 
(1980): 1161-178. 
11 Kellerman, Henry., and Plutchik, Robert. Theories of Emotion / Edited by Robert Plutchik, Henry Kellerman. 
Emotion, Theory, Research, and Experience v. 1. New York: Academic Press, 1980. 
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sorrow, and surprise in impedance states. The profile (Fig. 1) is a pie chart which clearly 
represents the activated degrees of eight emotional defenses. The number means the activated 
degrees of the emotional states. The research method in this thesis used the profile to record the 
emotional response for comprehensive perception analysis. When observing the hotel lobbies, 
the researcher marked the activated degree of the stimulated emotions depending on the 
impression to the lobbies. Once the sensory profile is filled, the relative patterns efficiently show 
which emotions are of special focus in the different features of lobbies. 
 
Figure 1. Emotional Profile, Kellerman, Henry., and Plutchik, Robert. Theories of Emotion / 
Edited by Robert Plutchik, Henry Kellerman. Emotion, Theory, Research, and Experience v. 1. 
New York: Academic Press, 1980. 
 
The sensory response to the physical environment, termed as perception, is closely 
intertwined with emotional arousal. The traditional meaning is that sensory information is 
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perceived through our five senses: sight, hearing, touch, taste and smell. However, Gibson12 
stipulated an integrated information-seeking mechanism of perception, including visual system, 
auditory system, taste-smell system, basic-orienting system, and haptic system. These five 
sensory systems perceive five classic types of sensory response: visual, sound, odor, haptic, and 
orientation sensations. They are fundamental but responsible for providing the raw response to 
the physical arousals. Rather than types of sensations, Piaget argued the theory of cognitive 
development sensory perception that environmental cognition is facilitated by five major factors, 
including types of stimulation, duration, order, intensity, and clarity.13 Malnar and Vodvarka 
formed a classic legibility schematic of sensory response, or a matrix of classic aspects of 
sensory response related to both Gibson’s classification and Piaget’s distinctions.14  Based on the 
legibility schematic, they devised the “sensory slider,” by which a space can be charted in terms 
of its sensory characteristics in an analytic manner. Thus, the “sensory slider” can be utilized as 
an effective tool to clarify different sensory responses in the range of intensity (Fig. 2).  
 
12 Gibson, Eleanor J., and Anne D. Pick. Perception and Its Development: A Tribute to Eleanor J. Gibson / Edited by 
Anne D. Pick. Hillsdale, N.J.: New York: L. Erlbaum Associates; Distributed by the Halsted Press Division of 
Wiley, 1979. 
13 Piaget, Jean, Elkind, David, and Flavell, John H. Studies in Cognitive Development; Essays in Honor of Jean 
Piaget. [Edited By] David Elkind [and] John H. Flavell. New York: Oxford University Press, 1969. 
14 Malnar, Joy Monice., and Frank. Vodvarka. Sensory Design / Joy Monice Malnar and Frank Vodvarka. 
Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2004. 
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Figure 2. Sensory Slider, Malnar, Joy Monice., and Frank. Vodvarka. Sensory Design / Joy 
Monice Malnar and Frank Vodvarka. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2004. 
 
In this study, the “sensory slider” are the measurement tools utilized to record the 
researcher’s sensory response to the hotel lobbies after the stage of recording emotional 
response. When visiting the hotel lobbies, the researcher marked the intensity of perception 
through different senses. The “sensory slider” provided visionary representations of the sensory 
response to the hotel lobbies. The recordings both on the “emotional profile” and the “sensory 
chart” that responded to each hotel were the intuitive cues to show the first impression to the 
space, and further referred to the speculation stage of material culture analysis.  
 
1.6 Synthesis Findings Among Four Hotels 
Through the integral methodology,  the research followed the methods of Prown’s 
material culture analysis, including,  intuitive documentation of physical environments of the 
four hotel lobbies, deductive arguments derived from the observation, and formation of 
hypotheses and questions to complete the research process. Findings from the four luxury hotel 
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lobbies were synthesized to form a comparative analysis that provides a new insight. The 
comparative analysis includes the comparison among key findings from the hotel visits. Lastly, 
hypotheses of significant design philosophies and principles were formulated by comparing the 
descriptions, interpretations, and analyses of these luxury hotel lobbies. 
 
1.7 Overview of Chapters 
Thesis chapters include: an introduction of the research and the literature review about 
the history and design principles of Las Vegas luxury hotels (Chapter 1); material culture 
analyses of the Caesars Palace(Chapter 2), Bellagio Las Vegas(Chapter 3), The Venetian Las 
Vegas (Chapter 4), and Paris Las Vegas(Chapter 5); synthesis findings from the material culture 
analyses of four luxury hotels (Chapter 6); and how the synthesized findings from these 
successful hotels in Las Vegas can suggest broader applications of hotel design (Chapter 7.) 
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CHAPTER 2.    CAESARS PALACE 
2.1 Introduction of Caesars Palace 
 
Figure 3. Exterior Appearances, Caesars Palace, Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
 
Since the opening of the Caesars Palace on August 5, 1966, Atlanta hotelier Jay Sarno 
changed Las Vegas forever by this first themed resort, borrowing representative elements from 
the Roman Empire (Harbi 2016). Caesars Palace15 was designed to be the most opulent hotel on 
the Strip (Figure 3). Jay Sarno sought to create a superior facility that treats guests like 
“Caesars,” the Roman Emperors and statesmen. Sarno removed the apostrophe from “Caesar's 
Palace” to state that there was not “one” Caesar but that every guest would be served as an 
emperor. In its first fifty years, Caesars Palace has expanded from fourteen-story hotel with 
 
15 Harbi, Michelle. "1966: opening of Caesars Palace: Michelle Harbi looks back at the launch of the legendary Las 
Vegas hotel." Business Traveller Middle East, April 2016, 66. Gale Academic OneFile. https://link-gale-
com.proxy.lib.iastate.edu/apps/doc/A452882343/AONE?u=iastu_main&sid=AONE&xid=f1c14f49. 
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seven hundred rooms to a brilliant resort with six towers, four thousand rooms, a luxury 
shopping mall (named as Forum shop), the Colosseum Theater (now headlined by Celine Dion, 
Elton John, and Mariah Carey), as well as many celebrity-chef restaurants (Solomon 2016). 
Built on fourteen hectares, Caesars Palace had guest rooms, a convention center, 
towering fountains and Roman statues, and a pool that was inspired by the baths of ancient 
Pompeii. In the 1900s, the hotel management sought to add more elaborate features to compete 
with the other modern developments of Las Vegas. The Forum Shops, a 280,000-square-foot 
luxury shopping mall, opened in 1992 and highlighted the first celebrity-chef restaurant in Las 
Vegas. The Forum Shops was later expanded to 636,000 square feet and included more than 
hundreds high-end fashion boutiques.  
Over its first five decades, Caesars has been renovated several times when the owners 
changed; owners included Hilton, ITT, and Harrah’s. All owners pursued only one purpose, 
creating a sense of Roman Imperial life, to meet with guests’ satisfaction. The owner of Caesars 
Palace was the first pioneer that built a larger-than-life themed hotel on the strip. Since then, 
more hoteliers and founders sought to create fantastic and luxurious hotels on the Strip.  
 
2.2 Analysis of Caesars Palace 
2.2.1 Description of Caesars Palace Façade and Hotel Lobby 
A tall, imposing statue of Augustus Caesar (Fig. 4) lies in the driveway pointing to the 
entrance of Caesars. The exterior grounds feature an elaborate garden with lanes of cypress trees, 
other plants, and giant fountains. Along with the path to the entrance of Caesars, are replicas of 
Classically styled or Roman-themed statues, including Rape of the Sabine Women, Venus, and 
Michelangelo’s David. The hotel name ‘Caesars Palace’ is capitalized in the font associated with 
Caesar’s salad dressing, and the types of ‘markers’ used in the Greek alphabet. The geometric 
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feature of the letter in classic Greek-font is balanced with the fluted columns and Corinthian 
columns and classical roman pediments that are on the façade of the entrance of Caesars (Fig 5). 
The flooring of the entrance is marble with geometric shapes and symmetrical patterns recalling 
classical marble intarsia (Fig 6). The architectural features give the extension a bold appearance 
by the ivory columns and pediments, and also presents a delicate accent by the gilded ornaments. 
 
Figure 4. Augustus Caesar Sculpture, Caesars Palace, Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
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Figure 5. Façade, Caesars Palace, Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
 
Figure 6. Entrance, Caesars Palace, Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
 
While walking into the hotel lobby, the sidewalls of the vestibule are mosaic tiles with a 
classical pottery image on a large scale (Fig. 7). The hotel lobby appears bright and bold colors 
enliven dimly lit the interior that recalls ancient Rome. The ceilings are enriched and decorated 
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with brilliant frescoes (Fig. 8) including elaborate Roman figures, which are also represented on 
stylish pendants (Fig. 9) and the mosaic flooring tiles in the lobby. The hotel lobby is covered by 
decoratively patterned marble flooring tiles and carpet, and separated by engaged columns with 
both Tuscan and Corinthian orders (Fig. 10, Fig. 11). The classical motifs of ancient Rome, such 
as geometric shapes, egg-and dart motifs, laurel wreaths, and Roman figures, are seen on the 
mosaic tiles of the wall treatments and floorings as well as the carpet (Fig. 12, Fig. 13). The 
lobby is with a relatively large scale and volume. The only partition walls, the back walls at the 
reception area, are dominated with frescoes in large scales and metallic ornaments that reflect 
and mirror the interiors. The metallic ornaments in circular frames echo those circular motifs on 
the reception tables, as well as the friezes, the horizontal bands of sculpted or painted ornaments 
on the walls near the ceiling. 
 
Figure 7. Side Wall at the Vestibule, Caesars Palace, Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
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Figure 8. Close-up View, Frescoed Ceiling in the Hotel Lobby, Caesars Palace, Las Vegas, 2018. 
Photo by Author. 
 
 
Figure 9. Stylish Pendant in the Hotel Lobby, Caesars Palace, Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by 
Author. 
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Figure 10. Hotel Lobby and Reception Area, Caesars Palace, Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
  
Figure 11. Columns in the Hotel Lobby, Caesars Palace, Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
Figure 12. Ancient Motifs on the Patterned Carpet in the Lobby, Caesars Palace, Las Vegas, 
2018. Photo by Author. 
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Figure 13. Mosaic Floor Tiles in the Lobby, Caesars Palace, Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
 
The fountain with Roman statues is the first design feature that instantly attracts attention 
when entering the lobby (Fig. 14). The ‘oculus’ above the statues is in the ceiling and lit with 
blue cove lighting. The large can lights with bronze metallics array around the oculus create a 
sense of crowning. The ceiling is bolded and emphasized by the repetition of the geometric 
shapes, such as circle and rectangular. The classical Roman motifs are shown on the patterned 
carpet, decorative marble floorings, the mosaic tiles both on the floors and the friezes, and the 
capitals of the columns. The motifs include the human figure, acanthus, rinceau, rosette, wave 
pattern, anthemion, and laurel wreath. The pendants and the cove ceiling light provide primary  
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illumination for the entire lobby. To highlight the welcoming of the reception area, the 
illumination behind semi-transparent panels of the reception table are considered as accent light 
(Fig. 15). 
 
Figure 14. Fountain with the Roman-style Statues in the Hotel Lobby, Caesars Palace, Las 
Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author 
 
Figure 15. Reception Area, Caesars Palace, Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
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By creating a hemisphere space with high and wide volume to introduce traditional 
architectural forms of ancient Rome, Caesars’s lobby boasts what appears to be frescoed 
ceilings, decoratively patterned marble floorings, engaged columns in both Tuscan and 
Corinthian orders. Yet, due to modern structural technologies there are not many solid walls in 
the lobby so as to create an efficient circulation for high volumes of visitors, except for the 
reception area. reinterpretations of familiar Roman statues are located not only along the paths 
into the hotel, but also the center and the corners in the hotel. Three Roman female figures and 
the statues (Fig. 16) in front of the friezes are illuminated to attract attention and to induce the 
eye movements.  
 
Figure 16. Roman-style Statues that Front the Friezes in the Lobby, Caesars Palace, Las Vegas, 
2018. Photo by Author. 
 
Yet the lobby employs some design characteristics and technologies that ancient Roman 
did not have. Ceilings of the lobby are enriched and decorated with brilliant paintings that recall 
ancient frescoes on plaster but are likely digitally created. As varying from the technology 
available in ancient Rome, design characteristics are brightly illuminated and highlighted day 
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and night with modern lighting techniques.  While some motifs appear to be fabricated of actual 
stone as would have been done in Roman antiquity and visible with the Greek Key bordering the 
lobby floor (Fig. 17), others are plastered and painted and illusionary  to loosely recall the 
elaborate and intricate mosaics or ancient Rome, as seen in the Greek vase imagery (Fig. 18). 
Thus, Caesars' lobby is not an intentional replication of ancient Rome but a reinterpretation that 
is further enriched by modern tastes, technologies and modern materials.  
 
Figure 17. Fret (Greek key) on the Floor Tiles, Caesars Palace, Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
 
 
Figure 18. Friezes with the Mosaic Tiles, Caesars Palace, Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
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2.2.2 Emotional and Sensory Slider Response to the Caesars’s Lobby 
 
Figure 19. Emotional Profile Responses to the Caesars’s Lobby. Edited by Author. 
 
The statue of Caesar Augustus that fronts Caesars Palace first introduces the theme of the 
hotel as being ancient Rome. The hotel lobby is filled with design characteristics of ancient 
Rome, including a bronze sculpture of Augustus Caesar, and introduces visitors to a glamorized 
impression of the Rome Empire. The lobby interior with its bright and bold color palettes creates 
feelings of pleasure (joy) and leads viewers to linger (acceptance). The ambient environment of 
the Caesars’ lobby doesn’t arouse any negative emotions, such as, fear, anger, disgust, and 
sorrow. Yet the surprise in the Caesars’ lobby is the recognizable Roman features that are seen 
throughout, including imitations of frescoed ceilings, the Roman figures at the center of 
fountains, and the Roman figures along the face of friezes (Fig. 19). 
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Figure 20. Sensory Slider Responses to the Caesars’s Lobby. Edited by Author. 
 
The extravagant interpretation of ancient Rome, including the bronze statue of Augustus 
Caesar and the classical motifs in the lobby, creates a visual impact that fully presents dynamic 
imagery that is far from daily everyday life. The Italian interpretation, such as the classical 
motifs applied on the design features, embodies the interior design characteristics of ancient 
Rome. Although the lobby is always filled with an endless stream of people, the fresh and aqua 
scents (odor) that permeate the air calms and comforts visitors in what is actually a restless 
public space. To balance the psychological rush in the lobby, Italian music plays softly in the 
background, accentuated by whispering sounds of running water from the central fountain. The 
Italian music is a recognizable auditory signal of the Italian theme. The lobby interior embodies 
the context of a luxurious and dazzling ancient Rome that stimulates and appeals to emotion. It 
evokes the senses and produces an illusion of staying in Imperial Rome. Besides the loyal 
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services of the hotel, the thickness of the carpet (haptic) communicates with every step the 
lobby’s supreme quality and anticipated level service.  
The lobby is separated from the entertainment areas, such as the restaurants and gambling 
space. The grand scale and volume of the interior give no tension and resistance, and also 
provides space for expansion and comfort for visitors and guests. The lobby is designed as an 
open space with a centrally-located fountain. The fountain features three female figures and is in 
a circulation area that guides visitors to the front desk or the casino area. The spacious physical 
design of the lobby leaves a free and open space that facilitates a luxurious social distance for 
guests (Fig. 20). 
 
2.2.3 Speculation, Framing Hypothesis and Questions 
The iconic and symbolic of the design characteristics of the hotel embody the theme of 
ancient Rome. The mosaic tiles in the vestibule is one of the representative interior design 
aspects that include many classical motifs. The repetition of geometric shapes, egg-and dart 
motifs, and laurel wreath are recognized as the motifs of ancient Rome. The motifs of the outer 
lines are called egg-and-dart, which are terms that refer to an ornamental device, the fundamental 
quarter-round, convex ovolo profile of molding. The egg-and-dart molding is typically applied at 
the top of an iconic capital. This molding design element continues in use in neoclassical 
architecture. Then the repetition of circle and square arouses the scene of the interiors of the 
Pantheon in Rome, a former Roman temple. Its ceiling is coffered in geometrical shapes and an 
oculus, an opening in the center of the dome that allows sunlight access into the interior. 
Meanwhile, the laurel wreath, a round wreath made of connected branches and bay leaves, is 
another interpretation of Roman style. The symbol of the laurel wreath can be traced back to 
Greek mythology. In ancient Greece and Rome, emperors wore laurel wreaths, which are signs 
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of martial victory and supremacy, crowning a successful statesman during his triumph. The 
repetition of the geometric shapes and classical motifs also extend to the details of interior 
design, including flooring tiles, friezes, and wall treatments.  
Meanwhile, the elaborate Roman figures in the interior are also recognized as the 
representative interpretation of an Italian theme. As seen, the Roman figures are shown not only 
on the frescoes ceiling, but also the relief on the stylish pendants, and the statues standing on the 
centered fountain. Moreover, as for the interpretation of ancient Rome, classical Roman motifs 
are seen on the patterned carpet, decorative marble floorings and mosaic tiles floorings, friezes, 
and the capitals of the columns. In addition, the Greek motifs and the frescoed ceiling are 
recognized as tastes other than ancient Rome. Thus, the Caesars lobby is a reintroduction of 
ancient Rome that was enriched by other tastes. 
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CHAPTER 3.    BELLAGIO LAS VEGAS 
3.1 Introduction of Bellagio Las Vegas 
 
Figure 21. Shoreline that Fronts the Hotel, Bellagio Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
 
The Bellagio opened in October 1998, is an opulent hotel and casino complex that is next 
to the Caesars Palace (Baratti 2006). The design of Bellagio is inspired by a beautiful and 
romantic village in Italy, named Lake Como. The Bellagio was conceived by Steve Wynn and 
Atlandia Design. The architectural design was completed by Wynn Resorts architect DeRuyter 
Butler whereas the interior design is accomplished by Roger Thomas, the executive vice 
president of design for Wynn Design and Development (Stoessel 2008). With an eight-acre lake 
featuring more than a thousand choreographed fountains, the elegance of Tuscany is introduced 
by Bellagio to the Nevada desert (Fig. 21). The Bellagio offers a beautiful nighttime fountain 
show with the performance of water, light, and music. The performance spans more than 1,000 
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feet, with water streams soaring up to 460-foot height. Built on the original site of Dunes Hotel 
and Casino (1955), the Bellagio resort includes almost 4,000 guest rooms, a casino, a luxury 
shopping promenade including high-end retailers, the home of the world famous Cirque du Soleil 
“O,” the Bellagio Gallery of Fine Art, and the lush Conservatory and Botanical Garden.  
As a member of the MGM/Mirage group, the Bellagio had been rewarded as AAA Five-
Diamond rated resorts for five years running since 2001. Meanwhile, two of the included 
restaurants, Picasso, and Le Cirque, are rated as AAA Five-Diamond restaurants. Picasso’s 
dining area sits among an amazing profusion of original oil paint and ceramic works by Pablo 
Picasso whereas Le Cirque is given a touch of an upper-crust venue by the dining design 
featuring a brilliant silk-tented ceiling and wall frescoes. According to the MGM Mirage 2005 
report16, a remodeling project was assigned, including remodeling the casino floor and the 
standard guest room. In order to lure the most guests and visitors, a newly remodeling project 
excluding an updated elegant feel was completed by the end of 2011 (International 2006). 
Besides aiming to be a successful hotel’s operation, the Bellagio intends to create an 
iconic sophistication surrounding Las Vegas events and also introduce the beauty of arts (Cruz 
2011). The beautiful shoreline that fronts the Bellagio resort complex and both architectural and 
interior design that features Italian Renaissance contribute the concept of infinity and elegance. 
 
 
16 MGM Resorts International. “MGM Mirage 2005 Report.” MGM Resorts International, 2006. 
http://www.annualreports.com/HostedData/AnnualReportArchive/m/NYSE_MGM_2005.pdf (Accessed On January 
29, 2020). 
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3.2 Analysis of Bellagio Las Vegas 
3.2.1 Description of Bellagio Façade and Hotel Lobby 
Located on the Strip, Bellagio Resorts presents a beautiful shoreline starting from a 
fountain show that fronts the resort. The performance of the fountain show during nighttime is 
one of the highlights on the Strip that attract tourists. The exterior gardens of the Bellagio resorts 
include numerous mature trees, fragrant flowering trees, and the seasonal flower beds. The 
pathway to the entrance of the lobby is covered by stone tiles. An aqua blue canopy with a large 
scale is designed for the entrance of the resort (Fig. 22). The cast iron columns and arches 
support the skylight ceiling and the coffered ceiling. Natural lighting penetrates downward from 
the glass-enclosed ceiling, and the stylish pendants are provided for artificial lighting at night 
(Fig. 23). Out fronting the hotel entrance, a pair of Foo Dog statues (Fig. 24), small fountains 
with Roman figures follow a symmetrical layout (Fig. 25). To greet visitors, fresh and fragrant 
flowers are displayed surrounding the statues and the fountains.  
 
 
Figure 22. Canopy of the Hotel Entrance, Bellagio Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
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Figure 23. Simulated Cast Iron Structure of the Canopy, Bellagio Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by 
Author. 
 
Figure 24. Entrance, Bellagio Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
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Figure 25. Fountains and Statues at the Hotel Entrance, Bellagio Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by 
Author. 
 
Revolving doors in cast iron marks the transition point into the hotel lobby. The hotel 
lobby is separated physically and stylistically from the gambling. It appears bright and elegant in 
ivory and beige colors. With a grand scale and design, the lobby is accented by the coffered 
ceiling and softened by a curved cove ceiling (Fig. 26). The classic motif rinceau, featuring 
stylized vines with leaves, fruits, or flowers, are seen on the mosaic flooring tiles. The placement 
and the ornaments of the floral are also shown in the reception area (Fig. 27), the flooring carpet 
(Fig. 28) and everywhere. The marble flooring is with a formal and grid layout that are separated 
by stripes of mosaic tiles (Fig. 29, Fig. 30). Without additional treatments, the walls are left in 
beige tone so as to make the floral theme as the prominent aspect of the interior. The entire lobby 
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is surrounded by ornaments of natural flowers. The theme of the floral extends from the design 
features in the lobby, such as the flooring tiles and the flooring carpet, to the flexible ornaments. 
 
 
Figure 26. Hotel Lobby, Bellagio Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
 
Figure 27. Reception Area, Bellagio Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
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Figure 28. Flooring Tiles in the Hotel Lobby, Bellagio Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
Figure 29. Close-up View, Flooring Tiles in the Hotel Lobby, Bellagio Las Vegas, 2018. Photo 
by Author. 
 
Figure 30. Floral-patterned Carpet and Seating in the Hotel Lobby, Bellagio Las Vegas, 2018. 
Photo by Author. 
 
A giant decorative art piece (Fig. 31), composed of numerous glass flowers in varied 
colors, is centered at the ceiling so as to attract tourists’ attention. Under this decorative art piece, 
a big bunch of flowers in a vase (Fig. 32) that is placed on the table, matches the seasonal setting 
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of the Conservatory and Botanical Garden, which features festive and seasonal design through 
the years. An airy atrium (Fig. 33), behind the hotel reception, is also lightly filled with flowers 
and plants so as to greet the guests and visitors. 
 
 
Figure 31. Glass Sculpture on the Ceiling in the Hotel Lobby, Bellagio Las Vegas, 2018. Photo 
by Author. 
 
Figure 32. Floral Ornaments under the Glass Sculpture, Bellagio Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by 
Author. 
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Figure 33. Airy Atrium behind the Reception Area, Bellagio Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
 
The fountain (Fig. 34) is the transition area connecting the lobby and the Conservatory 
and Botanical Garden. Besides the canopy of the hotel entrance, the use of cast iron is also 
applied to the architectural features of the Conservatory and Botanical Garden. The glass-
enclosed ceiling of the Conservatory and Botanical Garden allows natural sunlight access to the 
interior, naturally rendering the beauty of this botanical garden (Fig. 35., Fig. 36). In November 
2018, the Conservatory and Botanical Garden presented the greatest harvest in autumn. Gold, 
yellow, orange was the color scheme to present the palette of autumn. The ceiling design of the 
Conservatory and Botanical Garden is as same as the canopy of the entrance, with the use of cast 
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iron and skylights. The floor is covered by mosaic flooring tiles and carpets that include floral 
patterns, mostly the classical motifs rinceau. 
 
Figure 34. Fountain in the Hotel Lobby, Bellagio Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
 
Figure 35. Simulated Cast Iron Structures in the Conservatory and Botanical Garden, Bellagio 
Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
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Figure 36. Conservatory and Botanical Garden, Bellagio Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
 
The elegance of the garden is firstly defined by the floral patterns on the mosaic flooring 
tiles of the pathway (Fig. 37). Following the seasonal setting of the garden, the combination of 
gold, yellow, orange was the color scheme that expressed the joyous and cheerful occasions in 
autumn (Fig. 38). The beauty and luxuriance of the garden were enriched by colors, texture, 
density of both florals and herbals, and the fragrance. 
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Figure 37. Flooring Tiles in the Conservatory and Botanical Garden, Bellagio Las Vegas, 2018. 
Photo by Author. 
 
Figure 38. Seasonal Setting in the Conservatory and Botanical Garden, Bellagio Las Vegas, 
2018. Photo by Author. 
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The lobby design employs a coffered ceiling with classical motifs, and especially the 
rinceau, a preferred Roman ornament. Some design features other than the Italian are included in 
the lobby interior. The giant contemporary glass sculpture on the ceiling represents a modern 
taste and technologies that were not available during ancient Rome. The floral ornaments 
throughout the lobby interior match the seasonal settings of the Conservatory and Botanical 
Garden whereas the use of the skylights and the emulated cast iron structure coordinate with the 
exterior appearance of the hotel. Thus, the Bellagio' lobby is a reintroduction of an Italian village 
in Tuscany that integrates modern and historic forms that are enriched by the beauty of flowers 
and themes of nature. 
 
3.2.2 Emotional and Sensory Response to the Bellagio’s Lobby 
 
Figure 39. Emotional Profile Responses to the Bellagio’s Lobby. Edited by Author. 
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As the beautiful shoreline fronts the Bellagio, it introduces the theme of the hotel, the 
Tuscan village of Bellagio. The hotel lobby continues to convey the romantic mood and meets 
with the expectation of the Italian theme. The lobby interior with the luxuriance of the flowers 
creates a feeling of pleasure (joy), leading to prolonged stays (acceptance and preference). The 
ambient environment of the lobby doesn’t arouse any negative emotions, such as, fear, anger, 
disgust, and sorrow. Yet the surprise in the lobby of Bellagio is that the display and the 
ornaments of flowers are spread throughout the entire lobby, such as the giant glass sculpture on 
the ceiling, the rinceau motifs, and flowers which further extend the experience of the featured 
Conservatory and Botanical Garden (Fig. 39). 
 
 
Figure 40. Sensory Slider Responses to the Bellagio’s Lobby. Edited by Author. 
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The lobby of the Bellagio presents the aesthetic scenery of a romantic Italian village. The 
hotel lobby is enriched by the luxuriance of the floral elements, intended to recreate the 
atmosphere of Bellagio. The beautiful imagery is enriched by plenty of colorful flowers and 
other decorations that strongly surprise the visual sense. Italian music playing in the background 
is a recognizable auditory signal as well as a performance of an Italian theme. The fragrant and 
floral scent (odor) gently flows through the entire lobby. The context and design characteristics 
of the lobby interior embody the Italian interpretation. The evoked sense produces an immersive 
environment of leisure in a romantic Tuscany village. Besides these enjoyments, the thickness of 
the floral-patterned carpet (haptic) enhances the sense of comfort and feeling of ease. 
The lobby is entirely separated from the casino, and closely connected to the 
Conservatory and Botanical Garden. The grand scale and volume of the interior produces no 
tension or resistance, and provides an expansive amenity for visitors and guests. For the comfort 
of visitors’ stay in the lobby, lounge seating and a velvet sofa are placed near the reception table. 
The basic orientation of the lobby is clear and straightforward, welcoming visitors and guests by 
the reception area, which is embraced by flowers and guides visitors to the Conservatory and 
Botanical Garden (Fig. 40).  
 
3.2.3 Speculation, Framing Hypotheses and Questions. 
The Bellagio Hotel recalls a location in Tuscany, also named Bellagio, that is an Italian 
municipality situated upon the land mass that separates Lake Como in two. It is known for its 
landscapes, history, and its influence on high culture, and particularly that of the Italian 
Renaissance. The territory of Bellagio in Italy was occupied by inhabitants before the Romans. 
Going through the Middle Age, the Renaissance, the Baroque, the Risorgimento, Bellagio 
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became an international tourist resort, but it has never generated mass tourism. Favored by a 
mild and sweet temperature, the landscape is shaped by a luxuriance of trees and flowers.  
Inspired by the romantic mood of Lake Como, Bellagio Resorts impress tourists starting 
from the beautiful shoreline that fronts the Bellagio. The attractive fountain show of Bellagio is 
the highlight on the Strip. During the nighttime, the performance of the fountain show provides 
the therapeutic qualities of water that also accompanies light and music in such a relaxed 
atmosphere of the beautiful courtyard of the hotel. Both softscape and hardscape design of the 
landscape create an animated environment that immerses visitors into the ambiance of Bellagio. 
The exterior gardens with its luxuriance of plants and flowers enhance the general senses, and 
particularly the visual and the olfactory (sense of smell). Seasonal flowerbeds are also part of the 
approach to present the drama and charm of Bellagio. 
The iconic and symbolic of the design characteristics of the hotel embody the theme of 
romantic Italy or Tuscany. The ground covered by stone tiles on the path to the hotel entrance is 
a common architectural feature on the Italian street. An aqua blue canopy with a large scale is 
supported and highlighted by the cast iron columns and arches. The early use of cast iron, 
introduced in the Industrial Revolution, recalls the technological progress of the nineteenth 
century. Referred to as the Main Reading Room in the Bibliotheque Nationale, an important 
architectural interior, cast iron structures are not only for the functional support but also the 
decorative appearance. Meanwhile, the use of the coffered ceiling is considered as the visual 
language of Ancient Rome, giving a diverse interpretation of Italian style. To give a variety taste 
of cultural heritage and broaden interest, a pair of Foo Dog statues that fronts the entrance are 
recognized as the Chinese guardians, symbolizing prosperity, success, and guardianship. The 
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formal and symmetrical layout, also brought into the interior, well organizes and embodies the 
hotel lobby with the association of elegance and refinement. 
Other than this, the use of cast iron is also extended to the architectural features of the 
Conservatory and Botanical Garden. The glass-enclosed ceiling of the Conservatory and 
Botanical Garden allows natural sunlight access to the interior, naturally rendering the beauty of 
this botanical garden. The attractive glass sculpture on the ceiling is to firstly introduce the 
beauty of the flora and nature whereas the elegance of the garden is firstly defined by the floral 
patterns, especially the rinceau, on the mosaic flooring tiles of the pathway.  
Inside the lobby, the floriculture and the ornament throughout the entire space matches 
the concept that is introduced by the seasonal setting of the Conservatory and Botanical Garden. 
Both in the lobby and the Conservatory and Botanical Garden, the combination of gold, yellow, 
orange is the color scheme that expresses the joyous and cheerful occasions in autumn. The 
beauty and luxuriance of the flowers enrich the interior by colors, texture, density of both florals 
and herbals, and the fragrance. The pacifying dimension of the floral and nature introduces the 
aesthetics of wilderness, without chaotic and threats. Meanwhile, the extensive use of ceramic 
tiles and bolded ceiling design illustrates an emphasis on the refinement of designed non-gaming 
space.  
Besides the employment of classical motif rinceau and other Italian architectural aspects, 
the lobby emphasizes the floral culture which matches with the seasonal setting of the 
Conservatory and Botanical Garden. Also, the use of cast iron and skylight is an impressive 
design feature that recalls the Industrial Revolution in the nineteenth century. Thus, the lobby of 
Bellagio introduces a romantic and graceful scenery of Tuscany village that are treated with 
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additional tastes, including the Industrial Revolution, the floral elements, and the Asian, to 
enhance both architecture and interior appearances. 
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CHAPTER 4.    THE VENETIAN LAS VEGAS 
4.1 Introduction of The Venetian Las Vegas 
 
Figure 41. Exterior Appearances, The Venetian Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
 
The Venetian Las Vegas (Fig. 41), opened in May 1999, is a luxury hotel and casino 
resort on the Las Vegas Strip. The architectural design is completed by the Stubbins Associates 
and WAT&G whereas the interior design is accomplished by Wilson Associates and Dougail 
Associates17 for the casino (Dougall 2020). The design of The Venetian hotel is inspired by the 
architectural features in Venice, Italy. Both architectural and interior features of the resort 
employ the spectacular interpretation of Venetian Renaissance, characterized by strong and rich 
colors, and also emphasized by particular patterns and surfaces. 
 
17 Dougall Design Associates & HKS/WATG/TSA of Nevada. “Venetian Resort & Casino.” Shema Dougall Design 
Associates. http://dougalldesign.com/venetian-casino.html (Accessed On January 29, 2020). 
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The hotel is situated and placed on the site of the former property, the Sands Hotel and 
Casino (1952). Due to the decline and failure of the operation after the 1970s, Sheldon Adelson, 
the final owner of the Sands, decided to shut down the hotel and to build a brand-new resort, The 
Venetian Las Vegas. In 2001, the Guggenheim Hermitage Museum opened within this resort. In 
the following years, the recreational activities in the hotel’s theaters, such as the performance of 
Blue Man Group and the show, Phantom: Las Vegas Spectacular, offered an engrossing visual 
feast that attracts more and more visitors. To meet with the growing visitors, the Venezia Tower 
(2003), offering 1013 accommodations, opened in June 2003. Together with the adjacent Sands 
Expo and Convention Center (1990) and the Palazzo Las Vegas (2007), The Venetian resort 
complex includes 7,100 suite accommodations, entertainment facilities, casino, retail operations 
and large convention facilities (Ford 2012). 
With their extensiveness of services, amenities, and provided decorations, The Venetian 
and the Palazzo are rewarded as AAA Five-Diamond rated resorts. Based on the successful 
operation of The Venetian Las Vegas, the owner, Las Vegas Sands, decided to build its twin 
casino resort The Venetian Macau18 (2007). Before its opening, The Venetian Las Vegas was the 
largest single site hotel around the world. Now The Venetian Macao is the largest casino in the 
world. 
 
4.2 Analysis of The Venetian Las Vegas 
4.2.1 Description of The Venetian Façade and Hotel Lobby 
At the north of the Strip, The Venetian Las Vegas is regarded as one of the most iconic 
 
18 Johnson, Nathan. “Mecca desert fortress to be world's largest hotel.” Architecture & Design. 
https://www.architectureanddesign.com.au/news/mecca-desert-fortress-to-be-world-s-largest-hotel (Accessed On 
January 29, 2020). 
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luxury resort hotels. The resort is built with compressed replicas of the most famous sights of 
Venice and the Venetian Renaissance: a cerulean lagoon, the gondolas, the Grand Canal, the 
Rialto Bridge, Campanile Tower, and Doge’s Palace (Fig. 42, Fig. 43). Saint Archangel Gabriel 
stands on the top of the Campanile Tower. The gondoliers sing the songs on the gondolas that 
lull in the cerulean lagoon of the Grand Canal. The shining water of the lagoon illustrates the 
inverted reflection of the Doge’s Palace. The Rialto Bridge stretches over the driveway that 
connects to the entrance of the hotel. 
 
Figure 42. Compressed Monumental Replicas that Fronts the Hotel, The Venetian Las Vegas, 
2018. Photo by Author. 
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Figure 43. Replicas of the Doge’s Palace, The Venetian Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
 
 The entrance of the hotel lobby is highlighted by the name of “Venetian” in gold and the 
Lion of Saint Mark (Fig. 44). The façade of the entryway is based on Venetian models that are 
more embellished with round arches and engaged columns. The reduced scale of the Corinthian 
columns and round-arched entry doors also interpret the theme of Venice or Italian Renaissance. 
The lobby is notably large both in scale and volume. The lobby of The Venetian is magnificent 
with the frescoed ceiling, geometric patterned marble floorings, and wall-to-wall marble and 
golden trims. The classical motifs are presented on the frescoes and friezes, such as swags, 
acanthus, arabesques, human and animal figures, as well as the Greek vases. The great majority 
use of golden trims and coats creates the shimmering overall effect. The armillary sphere, the 
centerpiece of the lobby, stands beneath the dramatic frescoed ceiling. Above the armillary 
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sphere, the opening of the oculus allows a light beam to rush into the center of the lobby (Fig. 
45).  
 
Figure 44. Hotel Entrance, The Venetian Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
 
 
Figure 45. Armillary Sphere in the Hotel Lobby, The Venetian Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by 
Author. 
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The color palettes of the lobby are warm and rich, particularly for the reception area, 
followed by green, gold, brick-red and blue (Fig. 46). The columns are painted in green and the 
capitals are gilded. The back wall of the reception table is a map of the island of San Giorgio 
Maggiore (Fig. 47). The left of the wall is painted in brick red and softened by the wall flush. 
The floor is covered by stone tile with geometric shapes. The ambient lighting from recessed 
lights illuminate the reception area and three large crystal chandeliers. Underneath the beautiful 
chandeliers, the waiting area provides an area rug with floral patterns. Back to the ceiling, the 
cove ceiling is dominated by blue and yellow color and decorated by the wallpaper representing 
floral patterns.  
 
 
Figure 46. Reception Area, The Venetian Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
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Figure 47. Waiting Area in the Hotel Lobby, The Venetian Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
  
The hotel lobby holds grand and massive space volume underneath the ceiling of the 
dome. The dome (Fig. 48) is treated by the painted frescoes that present the classical motifs. 
Plaster egg-and-dart moldings and gilded heavy cornice provide the architectural features that 
make for a cohesive organization so as to connect the dome and the walls (Fig. 49., Fig. 50). 
Plaster rosette with gilding is bolded on the rounded arches (Fig. 51). Underneath the moldings 
and cornices, the friezes represent animal figures and geometric patterns while the Corinthian 
columns are marble with gilded capitals (Fig. 52). 
  
Figure 48. Frescoed Ceilings in the Hotel Lobby, The Venetian Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by 
Author. 
Figure 49. Molding, Cornices, and Friezes, Hotel Lobby, The Venetian Las Vegas, 2018. Photo 
by Author. 
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Figure 50. Corinthian Columns in the Hotel Lobby, The Venetian Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by 
Author. 
Figure 51. Architectural Details in the Hotel Lobby, The Venetian Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by 
Author. 
 
 
Figure 52. Corinthian Columns and Friezes in the Hotel Lobby, The Venetian Las Vegas, 2018. 
Photo by Author. 
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A grand corridor (Fig. 53) is included in the hotel lobby that connects to the casino. 
Corinthian columns line along with the long corridor whereas the barrel-vaulted ceiling features 
the elaborate paintings and gilded plaster rosette. Corinthian columns, barrel vaulted ceilings, 
frescoes friezes, gilded strapworks are the recognizable architectural features in the grand 
corridor. 
 
Figure 53. Grand Corridor, The Venetian Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
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The lobby is with an Italian Renaissance interpretation that employs common Venetian 
Renaissance forms and motifs. This scheme is evident in patterned marble floors, Roman arches, 
and gilded capitals. The grandeur of the grand corridor that connects the lobby and the casino 
exaggerates the Italian Renaissance interpretation with a barrel-vaulted ceiling supported by a 
classical colonnade and ornamented with paintings set into geometric frames recalling frescoes. 
Tastes other than Venetian Renaissance evident in the lobby interior, include an armillary sphere 
and Byzantine figures of the Lion of Saint Mark on the friezes. Collectively, The Venetian's 
lobby is a modern interpretation of the Italian Renaissance style through an integration of 
buildings and interiors from Venice, Italy. 
 
4.2.2 Emotional and Sensory Response to The Venetian’s Lobby 
 
Figure 54. Emotional Profile Responses to The Venetian’s Lobby. Edited by Author. 
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As the exterior sculptures that front The Venetian introduce the theme of the hotel as 
Italian Renaissance set within the city of Venice, the hotel lobby creates a lavish and graceful 
environment with its own Renaissance iconography. In the lobby, the bright and bold colors set 
into geometric frames on friezes and in other locations create feelings of pleasure (joy) whereas 
the magnificent interior design leads to visitors staying longer (acceptance and preference). The 
ambient environment of the lobby doesn’t arouse any negative emotions, such as, fear, anger, 
disgust, and sorrow. Yet the surprises in the lobby of The Venetian include the gilded armillary 
sphere and the grand corridor (Fig. 54). 
 
 
Figure 55. Sensory Slider Responses to The Venetian’s Lobby. Edited by Author. 
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The lobby of The Venetian demonstrates an impressive illustration of the Italian Venetian 
Renaissance period. The soft classical music playing in the background is recognized as the 
signal that enhances a graceful atmosphere. The fragrant and fresh scent gently spread over the 
entire lobby. The context of the lobby interior generally embodies the design characteristics of 
the Italian Renaissance interpretation. The notably large scale and volume of the interior give no 
tension and resistance, and also provides expansion and amenity for visitors and guests. The 
basic orientation of the lobby is with a clear spatial layout. The centered armillary sphere is a 
circulation area that leads to the reception area and the casino (Fig. 55). 
Starting from the pathway from the site into the lobby, a journey of sensation is strongly 
evoked. Italian song singing by the gondoliers convey the sense of pleasure over the lagoon 
whereas soft music and a whispering fountain in the lobby direct a journey of Venetian 
experience, one of calming and enjoyable leisure. The wind from the air conditioners also cools 
down the heat and the chaos from the desert. The wind spreads a fresh and aqua scent into the 
entire lobby. The slab of the flooring tiles and the thickness of the carpet elevate the quality of 
the haptic sense. 
Inside the lobby, the lavish design features convey the promise and meets an expectation 
of luxury and wealth. The shimmering effect of the gold tones render the interior as bright as the 
sun outside the Las Vegas desert. With a notably large volume and scale, the visitors are 
surprised by the opulent design features applied everywhere in the lobby. The grand dome of the 
main hall attracts visitors' attention at first, and particularly the exaggerated frescoed ceiling and 
the light from the oculus. The armillary sphere, the centered piece of the lobby, is a transition 
point that orientates visitors to the reception area or the grand gallery that is connected to the 
casino. The waiting area at the reception area provides luxurious carpets recalling the hand-
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loomed designs of the past. Along the grand corridor, egg-and dart moldings and gilded cornices 
are highlighted by accent lights, to call visitors’ attention to the upper moldings and to appreciate 
the art applied on the ceiling. 
 
4.2.3 Speculation, Framing Hypotheses and Questions 
The condensed interpretation of Italianate and the lavish amenities identify The Venetian 
resort with a prominent theme on the Strip. The immense scale of the Venetian monuments 
reveals the crowning glory of the Venetian culture, relating to the Italianate and Renaissance 
Revival of the 19th century traced back to the Renaissance of the 14th century. Walking on the 
Las Vegas Strip, The Venetian is regarded as Venice in the desert. A cerulean lagoon, the 
gondolas, the Rialto bridge, Campanile Tower, and Doge’s Palace that front the resort are easily 
identifiable as being from Venice that invoke the immersive sense. These jumbles of monuments 
call attention to follow a path among all of them so as to experience the glance of the virtual tour 
in Venice, Italy. 
 The Campanile (Fig. 56) is seen as the most iconic landmark of The Venetian resorts. 
The recreation of the Campanile tower rolls off a long and glorious history. The Campanile was 
built to be a lighthouse for the docks near Piazzetta San Marco in the ninth century. Throughout 
hundreds of years, the Campanile Tower has been rebuilt many times due to the earthquakes and 
other disasters. One of the famous events happened in the tower is that Galileo Galilei 
demonstrated his invention of the telescope. The Venetian Las Vegas recreated a modern version 
of the tower here is also to respect the contribution of the greatest contribution of scholars. 
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Figure 56. Replica of the Campanile that Fronts the Hotel, The Venetian Las Vegas, 2018. Photo 
by Author. 
 
 The iconic and symbolic of the design characteristics of the hotel present an opulent and 
illustrated imagery of Venice. At the entrance, the gilded Lion of Saint Mark (Fig. 57) above the 
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hotel name symbolizes the city of Venice and also represents Mark the Evangelist. The reduced 
scale of the Corinthian columns and round-arched entry doors complete the interpretation of the 
Italianate characteristics. Moving into the lobby, the great majority use of golden trims and coats 
creates the shimmering overall effect. The ceiling is dominated by dramatic frescoes whereas the 
floor is covered by geometric patterned stone tiles. The early use of frescoes is derived from the 
Renaissance frescoes by Michelangelo, especially his work in the Sistine Chapel. The 
monumental figures of the frescoes ceiling convey a strong sense of emotionality that can be 
perceived from the floor of the lobby. Underneath the frescoes ceiling, the geometric pattern on 
the flooring tile is a new interpretation of ancient Rome, transforming the coffered ceiling from 
the physical forms to the graphic. 
 
Figure 57. Gilded Lion of Saint Mark on the Façade, The Venetian Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by 
Author. 
 
Emulating the exterior, the interior presents a magnificent appearance with the 
interpretation of the Neoclassical. The Armillary Sphere (Fig. 58) is one of the most iconic 
design features in the hotel lobby. It is located at the center of the circulation area, leading 
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visitors to the reception area or the grand gallery that is connected to the casino. The armillary 
sphere is a model of the sky that demonstrates the spherical framework of being centered around 
the Sun. This stunning recreation calls attention to be a circulation area that headings to the 
reception area or the grand gallery. Similar to the purpose of the recreation of the Campanile, the 
armillary sphere in the lobby also recalls the Renaissance spirit that guided the scholars and 
leaders in the ancient period.  Above the armillary sphere, the opening of the oculus allows a 
light beam to rush into the center of the lobby, interpreting the sacred aura of the space (Fig. 59).  
 
Figure 58. Close-up View, Armillary Sphere in the Hotel Lobby, The Venetian Las Vegas, 2018. 
Photo by Author. 
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Figure 59. Frescoes Ceilings and the Oculus in the Hotel Lobby, The Venetian Las Vegas, 2018. 
Photo by Author. 
 
 The hotel lobby emphasizes a refinement of Italianate interpretation associated with the 
classical motifs and the monumental figures on the architectural details, such as grand arches, 
moldings, cornices, friezes, and the Corinthian columns. Extending to the grand corridor, the 
repetition of all architectural details, including Corinthian columns, barrel vaulted ceilings, 
frescoes friezes, gilded strapworks, accentuates the language of the refined Italian Renaissance 
and the Italianate (Fig. 60, Fig. 61). The flooring tiles at the corridor have different geometric 
patterns from those in the main hall, but they also play an important role in creating impressive 
illustrations. Thus, it can be seen that all pieces of design details of architectural and interior 
aspects are telling the bright stories during the ancient period.  
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Figure 60. Grand Volume of the Grand Corridor, The Venetian Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by 
Author. 
 
 
Figure 61. Close-up View, Architectural Details in the Grand Corridor, The Venetian Las Vegas, 
2018. Photo by Author. 
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With the employment of classical motifs and the architectural aspects of the city of 
Venice, the hotel lobby recalls a magnificent imagery of Venice’s Italian Renaissance 
period.  The applications of the gilded sculpture, such as the Lion of Saint Mark and the 
armillary sphere, are recognized as the iconic symbols of Vernice that highlight the glory of the 
city’s history and enhance the aesthetic appreciation of the Venetian culture. Thus, The Venetian 
presents a modern and theatrical reinvention of the Italian Renaissance through identifiable 
buildings and sites, communicating opulence and beauty of the Italian Renaissance period. 
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CHAPTER 5.    PARIS LAS VEGAS 
5.1 Introduction of Paris Las Vegas 
 
Figure 62. Exterior Appearances, Paris Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
 
Paris Las Vegas, opened in September 1999, and is a luxury hotel and casino complex 
that is located on the middle of the Las Vegas Strip (Fig. 62). The owner Bally Entertainment 
invested $785 million to duplicate the ambiance of Paris city in the Nevada desert. The hotel 
design is completed by architectural companies Bergman Walls and Associates, 
Leidenfrost/Horowitz & Associates, and MBH Architects. Built on the 24-acre property, this 
hotel and casino complex includes almost 3,000 guest rooms, an 8,500-square-foot casino, a 
shopping area with cobblestone sidewalks, French restaurants, a spa and lounges, as well as the 
reduced-scale replicas, including the Eiffel Tower, the Arc de Triomphe, and the Montgolfier 
balloon (O'Connor 1998).  
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Due to the economic downturn of the Great Recession in the late 2000s, Caesars 
Entertainment Corporation decided to remodel the front entrance so as to improve the hotel’s 
operation (Anderson 2001). They removed the original Parisian theme façade design and 
introduced French restaurants into the remodel. A nightclub called ‘Chateau’ (opened in 2011) 
and a steakhouse called Les Artistes (now is closed), were set to the front of the hotel. The taste 
of the food served, and the excellence of service increased the number of guests and tourists. 
Since then, the operation of the Paris hotel has gotten back on track. 
 
5.2 Analysis of Paris Las Vegas 
5.2.1 Description of Paris Hotel Façade and Lobby 
Paris Las Vegas is located at the central Strip near the Bellagio resorts and the Caesars 
Palace. The exterior appearance of the Paris hotel introduces a representative illustration of the 
most famous sights in Paris. Its reduced-scale replicas of the Eiffel Tower and the Arc de 
Triomphe (Fig. 63) are identifiable landmarks on the Strip. The façade’s architectural ornament 
includes sculptures of human and animal figures in high relief and exuberant richness of surface 
decoration that is forceful and classical, and reminiscent of Charles Garnier’s Paris Opera (Fig. 
64).  
 
Figure 63. Reduced Replica of the Arc de Triomphe, Paris Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
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Figure 64. Façade, Paris Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
 
Walking along the pathway underneath the hotel canopy, the repetition of the columns 
and vaults create a rhythm in space, leading to the hotel (Fig. 65). When arriving at the hotel 
entrance, the entryway appears golden in the field that is illuminated with the crystal wall 
sconces (Fig. 66). Meanwhile, the initial of the hotel name “P” on the door handles of the 
entrance, gives a signage of the arrival. The canopy-covered walkway and façade of the Paris 
hotel present a theme of France reminiscent of mid-nineteenth to late nine-century neo-Baroque 
with the simulated cast iron ornamented structures, double columns, classical pediments, and 
lavish motifs. The cantilevered canopy covers and lights the walkway to the hotel and features 
translucent glass with simulated cast iron supports, and decorated columns with mini bulbs. The 
walkway leads to the building’s entrance, designed with a golden and glittering appearance to 
impress visitors.  
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Figure 65. Canopy of the Hotel Entrance, Paris Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
 
 
Figure 66. Entrance, Paris Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
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The architectural features of nineteenth-century French themes are also brought into the 
interiors. The main floor recreates a Paris street theme complete with cobblestone flooring, 
streetlamps, and restaurants that line it. Primary spaces on this floor are the lobby, the casino, 
and restaurants. The casino is the first space that one typically encounters when entering (Fig. 
67). A unique architectural feature and fantasy element in the hotel casino is that a large leg of a 
replicated Eiffel Tower pierces through the ceiling and rests on the casino floor. The casino is a 
large open rectangular-shaped room with simulated cast iron columns that are much larger than 
actual than period columns that support an artistically painted ceiling. The brightness of the 
ceiling, painted with imagery of clouds and a blue sky, draws one’s eyes up. By contrast, the 
gambling space has reduced scale streetlamps and restaurants have gilded crystal chandeliers 
(Fig. 68). 
  
Figure 67. Casino Area on the Main floor, Paris Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
Figure 68. Restaurant on the Main floor, Paris Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
 
The hotel lobby is separated physically and stylistically from the public spaces, including 
the gambling area and restaurants. It appears ornate and delicate with metallic gold and ivory 
finishes that recall French early neoclassicism (Fig. 69). The ivory ceiling is decorated by the 
crystal chandeliers centered at the golden medallions. The walls cornices are bordered and gilded 
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(Fig. 70). The motifs applied on cornices, friezes, and floorings include the classical figures, 
such as acanthus leaf, swag, rinceau, and rosette (Fig. 71). The floorings are mosaic tiles 
including geometrical and floral patterns (Fig. 72). The common motifs, such as guilloche and 
egg-and-dart, are seen on the treatment of walls, the reception table, and the arched entrance 
doors for the banquet room in the lobby (Fig. 73., Fig. 74). Besides the gilded double panels, 
tapestries and oil paintings are also considered as the wall treatments.  
 
 
Figure 69. Hotel Lobby, Paris Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
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Figure 70. Architectural Details in the Hotel Lobby, Paris Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
 
 
Figure 71. Mosaic Tiles Flooring in the Hotel Lobby, Paris Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
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Figure 72. Carpet in Hotel Lobby, Paris Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
 
 
 
Figure 73. Reception Table in the Hotel Lobby, Paris Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
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Figure 74. Wall Treatments in the Hotel Lobby, Paris Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
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5.2.2 Emotional and Sensory Response to the Paris’s Lobby 
 
Figure 75. Emotional Profile Responses to the Paris’s Lobby. Edited by Author. 
 
An interpretation of the Eiffel Tower and the Arc de Triomphe front the Paris hotel and 
introduce the French Second Empire or Neo-Baroque façade, while the hotel lobby creates an 
infinitely elegant atmosphere, meets with the expectation of the French theme. Inside the lobby, 
the dimmed light creates a calming effect that keeps the lobby quiet and still.  Without providing 
seats, the formal and classical environment leads to shorter stay (acceptance). The ambient 
environment of the lobby doesn’t arouse any negative emotions, such as, fear, anger, disgust, and 
sorrow. Yet the surprises in the lobby of the Paris hotel is that it emphasizes the infinite elegance 
of Louis XVI style Neoclassicism, that is more refined than the exuberant French Second Empire 
of the exterior (Fig. 76). 
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Figure 76. Sensory Slider Responses to the Paris’s Lobby. Edited by Author. 
 
As a metallic gold and ivory interior, the lobby of the Paris hotel presents simplicity and 
elegance by the lightly hued boiserie, and the ornate yet delicate gilded motifs that accent the 
paneling. Spatially separated from the entertainment areas, the lobby, which would have 
originally been lit by candles is lit by chandeliers and wall sconces. A musky fragrance gently 
spreads over the entire lobby. The French context of the lobby interior is generally embodied by 
the design characteristics of French interpretation. The slightly small volume and scale of the 
lobby gives a little tension and compression. However, with a human-scaled proportion, the 
lobby still leaves adequate free space for visitors and guests when present. The basic orientation 
of the lobby is that of a spatial layout with classical clarity (Fig. 77).  
The dimmed light in the lobby creates a calming effect, and introduces a still and formal 
environment that keeps the lobby quiet. The only sounds in the lobby are gentle voices from the 
front desk and the shoes and heels walking across the floor. A musky scent is spread over the 
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lobby to warm up the coolness and silence in the lobby. Also, a large piece of an imitation 
Brussel’s carpet and imitation French tapestries enhance the hierarchical levels of the space. 
With a light scale and slender form, the lobby is shaped as an infinitely elegant arena by the 
ornate and delicate finishes and furnishings. Crystal chandeliers are centered within golden 
medallions that illuminate bordered and gilded wall cornices and the decorative mosaic flooring 
tiles. Also, the double panels, tapestries and oil paintings of the wall treatments elevate the 
interior performance. The lobby is designed to be a short stay for check-in. Rather than providing 
seats, a large carpet with floral patterns is placed at the waiting area so as to give a touch of 
comfort. 
 
5.2.3 Speculation, Framing Hypotheses and Questions. 
Before walking into the hotel, the ambience of the exterior environment already 
introduces the scene of Paris.  Reduced-scale replicas of the Eiffel Tower and the Arc de 
Triomphe are known as the crowning glory of Paris in the 19th century. The replicas are the most 
prominent and monumental interpretations of French style. The elegance of French architectural 
characteristics, such as motifs on the plasters, columns, pediments, and figures in low relief, 
depict a cultural heritage of France in the 19th C. The Empire style developed under the 
influence of Napoleon, an Emperor of France, and is recalled in the architectural interpretation of 
the Arc de Triomphe, which memorializes the heroic character and military origins of France’s 
Empire period.  The reliefs and motifs on the exterior and the richly sculptured frieze of the arch 
signify major French victories of the French Revolution and Napoleonic wars. Arriving at the 
main floor of the hotel, the painted ceiling emulates the Parisian blue sky with clouds as 
Napoleon’s architects Percier and Fontaine executed in the French Empire period. The casino 
and the dining areas depict what happens outside the hotel, through street scenes of Paris.  
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Keeping from the noise, the hotel lobby is particularly separated from the gambling and 
casino area. “Reception” capitalized in French, presents on the façade of the lobby (Fig. 78). The 
lobby maintains mathematical proportion, rational planning, and light scale. The interior finishes 
include large areas of ivory-hued imitation stone and ornate architectural details in metal. The 
arched entrance doors for the banquet room in the lobby are also decorated by light-hued 
ornaments. Besides the ivory finishes and gilded architectural features, tapestries and oil 
paintings ornament the walls and add the richness to the overall vision of the lobby. 
 
Figure 77. Signage of the Hotel Lobby, Paris Las Vegas, 2018. Photo by Author. 
 
Different from the exteriors and the serving areas on the main floor, the hotel lobby uses 
the language of Louis XVI’s Neoclassicism. Without providing too much artificial light, the 
lobby is dim compared with today’s standards. But the dim light brings visitors into the past and 
at a time when people still used candles and oil lamps as lighting sources. The furnishing and 
finishes of the hotel lobby maintains light proportions and scale, slender forms, and emphasis on 
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comfort, simplicity, and elegance. Pieces are simple rectangles with outlines and ornamented by 
classical motifs. Deriving from antiquity, the interior furnishings are minimal but very ornate. As 
it is dominated by straight lines and geometrical curves, the lobby is perceived as a formal and 
classical space. A graceful color scheme, metallic gold and ivory, are incorporated into the 
lobby, which arouses the scene of the Tesse Room in France. The paneling is proportional and 
slender to fit the scale and volume of the lobby. With a focus on the classical form softened by 
ornaments, the lobby not only functions as the greeting, but also reflects the aesthetic taste. 
With the employment of classical motifs and the architectural aspects of the French 
Renaissance, the hotel lobby recalls a graceful period of Louis XVI. The lobby maintains 
mathematical proportion, rational planning, and light scale whereas its furnishing and finishes 
continue the light proportions and scale, slender forms, and emphasis on comfort, simplicity, and 
elegance. Besides these, the tapestries and oil paintings as the wall treatments enhance the 
interior appearance. The interior of the lobby emphasizes simplicity and elegance whereas the 
exteriors of the hotel introduces other periods of French Renaissance. Thus, the Paris hotel is a 
reintroduction of French Renaissance, recalling distinctive periods of French Renaissance with 
graceful taste. 
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CHAPTER 6.    SYNTHESIS FINDINGS AMONG FOUR HOTELS 
6.1 Distinctive Design Aspects and Highlights of Four Hotels 
Located at the entryway on the Strip, a contemporary interpretation of the statue of 
Caesar Augustus occupies a prominent sight and embodies the principal theme of the hotel, that 
of Imperial Rome, an ancient Italian city. Six large nude statues front the entrance and create a 
novelty scene. Bacchus, the god of wine and revelry, and David, a copy of Michelangelo’s nude 
Renaissance statue showing intense thought, are regarded as the symbols of love, youth, beauty, 
intellect, and victory.  
Emulating the exterior appearance, the design of the hotel lobby conforms to the theme of 
Roman Empire. Scale, proportions, and aesthetic value of the design characteristics stimulate the 
senses in varied ways. Meanwhile, the Italian music, fresh aqua scent, whispering fountain 
sounds and other features not only to maximize the reminiscence of being in ancient Rome, but 
also separate visitors from the heat and dryness of the Mojave Desert. When walking into 
Caesars Palace, the interior reflects the style of the exterior. With a relatively large scale 
and volume, the lobby appears in bright and bold colors. The space is separated by the engaged 
columns with both Tuscan and Corinthian orders. The stylistic interpretations include classical 
motifs, such as geometric shapes, egg-and dart motifs, laurel wreaths, and Roman figures. 
Roman style figures are applied on the frescoed ceiling and on pendants. Other classical motifs 
can be seen on the decorative patterned marble flooring tiles and carpets. Inside the lobby, these 
applied Italian interpretations recall the Roman Empire as does the exterior.  
Spatially separated from entertainment spaces, the grand scale and volume provide space 
expansion for comfort. A feeling of pleasure was stimulated from the bright and bold color 
palettes, which leads visitors to stay longer in the space to enjoy the aesthetic. There are no 
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negative emotions, such as fear, anger, sorrow, and disgust. Impressive features include the 
frescoed ceiling and the Roman figures. Meanwhile, the imagery of Ancient Rome, the Italian 
music playing in the background, and the fresh aqua scent demonstrate the general context of 
ancient Rome. 
In sum, Caesars’ lobby is a reintroduction to ancient Rome that is accented with historic 
forms and ornaments and enriched by contemporary technologies. The hotel is a place where the 
guests and visitors are served as the Caesars, or Roman emperors. The role of Caesars 
persuades guests and visitors to immerse and enjoy the exclusive privileges of the emperors of 
the ancient Roman Empire. 
By contrast, a picturesque Italian village on the shore of Lake Como, by the name of 
Bellagio, inspired a reinterpretation in Las Vegas known as the Bellagio Resort. While walking 
on the path to the Bellagio hotel entrance, the landscape conforms to associated expectations of 
pleasure, romance, and peace. Different from other hotels on the Strip, the Bellagio is a design 
that separates from the city and withdraws from the heat, chaos, and dust from the Mojave 
Desert. The landscape presents the natural qualities of the geographical region of Tuscany while 
the interior reflects the social, cultural, and economic qualities of the Italian village.  
With a grand scale and volume, the lobby appears bright and elegant in ivory and beige 
hues. The space is separated by Classical columns and arched openings. The coffered ceiling, 
curved cove ceiling, and floral-patterned mosaic flooring tiles and carpets are Italian 
interpretations in the lobby. Applied classical motifs include rinceau with stylized vines with 
leaves, fruits, and flowers. 
The lobby is surrounded by floral elements that coordinate with the seasonal setting of 
the Conservatory and Botanical Garden. The imitation of cast iron and skylight are also brought 
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to this garden. As seen, the patterned mosaic flooring tiles include the classic motifs, rinceau. 
The garden presents seasonal color schemes which were in Autumn hues during the visit with 
golds, yellows, and oranges, creating enjoyable and cheerful senses of autumn. 
Spatially separated from entertainment spaces, the lobby of Bellagio conveys a romantic 
mood of an Italian Village. The aesthetic scenery of romantic Tuscany, Italian music playing in 
the background, and fragrant scent recall the geographical and cultural contexts of the Italian 
Village. The lobby’s grand scale and volume contribute to the sense of comfort. The luxuriance 
of fresh flowers stimulates a feeling of pleasure, leading to longer stays by visitors wanting to 
experience the aesthetics of the space. The impressive design features include floral ornaments 
that extend from lobby to the Conservatory and Botanical Garden, which is covered with 
skylights set in a structure that recalls ornamental cast iron of the nineteenth century. The design 
elicits no negative emotions. 
In sum, the Bellagio Resort is a contemporary reinterpretation of Bellagio, an Italian 
village in the Tuscany region of Italy along the shores of Lake Como. The hotel reflects life in 
Bellagio, Italy with its floral surroundings and romantic lifestyle. The Bellagio Resort in Las 
Vegas provides a hotelscape that reflects the romantic landscapes, and artistic and cultural 
aspects of a particular region in Italy. The hotel emphasizes the Italian region’s romantic mood 
and cultural tastes, impressive floral ornaments that extend from lobby to the Conservatory and 
Botanical Garden. Bellagio interiors feature classical motifs and particularly rinceau.  
Also inspired by Italy, but of a different city and time period, The Venetian recalls 
Venice and its Italian Renaissance buildings and design features. The hotel features compressed 
replicas of Venice, Italy’s most famous buildings and sights including its cerulean lagoon, the 
Gondolas, the Grand Canal, the Rialto Bridge, Campanile Tower, and the Doge’s Palace. With 
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its notably large architectural forms, The Venetian has a successful approach and one of the most 
impressive systems of signage on the Strip. The Resort advertises that it is an authentic 
recreation of Venice and it evokes a strong sensation of a leisure tour of the city.  
With a notably grand scale and volume, the lobby is ornamented in bright and bold 
colors. Golden trims create a shimmering overall effect for the entire lobby. The gold and 
shimmering tone of the hotel lobby communicates a sense of wealth and opulence. Separated 
from entertainment space, the grand scale and volume give a touch of grand expansion for 
comfort. The bright and bold colors stimulate a feeling of pleasure, leading to longer stays by the 
visitor to enjoy the aesthetics without any negative emotions. To introduce the Italian 
Renaissance, the classic motifs seen on these design features include classical swags, acanthus, 
arabesques, human and animal figures, and Greek vases. The key interior features include dome 
with an oculus, paintings recalling frescoes, geometrically-patterned floor tiles, Corinthian 
columns, grand arches, and plaster rosettes on the ceiling. Among these, the impressive features 
are the armillary sphere, the frescoed ceilings, and the grand corridor, each of which cause 
visitors to stop and appreciate the beauty of the art. Meanwhile, the impressive illustrations of 
the Italian Renaissance, the classical music playing in the background, and the fragrant and fresh 
scents complete the context of Venice in the Italian Renaissance. 
The Venetian is regarded as a reinvention of Venice, recalling the Italian Renaissance 
style and sights of Venice. The lobby conveys a lavish and graceful atmosphere of Italian 
Renaissance forms and ornament, whereas the exterior presents the authentic imagery of 
Venetian architecture and sites. The representative interpretations of Italian Renaissance include 
the classical motifs, frescoed ceilings, grand arches, and the grand corridor. The symbolic design 
features that are inspired by Venice include the compressed replicas of Venetian architecture and 
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canals, the Lion of Saint Mark, the armillary spheres, and the grand corridor. Besides creating an 
opulent environment, the design of The Venetian has the potential purpose of educating visitors 
to appreciate classical culture and arts. 
Different from the three Italian-themed hotels, Paris Las Vegas depicts the glamour of 
Paris in the nineteenth century. The reduced-scale replicas of the Eiffel Tower and the Arc de 
Triomphe set the foundation of French themes for the hotel. To present the elegance of a 
nineteenth century aesthetic, the walking path to the hotel entrance introduces a long-
cantilevered canopy, with simulated cast iron structures, translucent glass, and double columns 
reminiscent of the work of architect Henri Labrouste. The curvilinear golden forms on the 
entrance doors are reminiscent of late nineteenth century French Art Nouveau. French 
architectural aspects are also brought to the interior through the casino and restaurants, which are 
the first places visible when entering the hotel. Inside these entertainment spaces, reduced-scale 
street lamps illuminate the large leg of the replicated Eiffel Tower that pierces through the 
ceiling and lands on the floor. The ceiling is painted a blue sky.  
While the architectural facades and structures depict French 19th century artistic, 
architectural, and engineering accomplishments, the interior lobby demonstrates the infinite 
elegance of the Louis XVI style and Early French Neoclassicism. With a light scale and volume, 
the lobby appears in shimmering gold and ivory colors. French interpretations include the ivory 
ceiling, the crystal chandelier centered at the golden medallions, the gilded wall cornices, and the 
decorative mosaic flooring tiles and carpet. The classic classical motifs include the acanthus leaf, 
swag, rinceau, rosette, guilloche, and egg-and-dart are seen on these design features. The interior 
features delicate finishes and furnishings, and light-hued paneled walls ornamented with gilded 
classical motifs.  Tapestries and oil paintings enhance the interior performance. 
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Separated from the entertainment spaces, the lobby conveys an infinitely elegant 
atmosphere of French neoclassicism. The human-scaled proportions and delicately-scaled shape 
render the lobby elegant and formal. The dim light in the lobby creates a calming effect, 
excluding too much joy, but introducing a still and formal environment for a shorter stay, 
without any negative emotions. The impressive features emphasize the understated elegance of 
Louis XVI style in the lobby, which is different from the highly ornamented profile and highly 
detailed exterior. The elegant and ornate styles of Louis XVI, the quiet and still, and the musky 
scent fulfill the Context of French Renaissance.  
The Paris hotel is largely a reintroduction of Paris in the late eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries, recalling distinctive periods of French history and architectural and artistic 
advancements. The exterior site introduces early nineteenth century French Empire monuments, 
French Neo-Baroque or Second Empire interpretations of the mid-19th century facades, and 
reduced-scale replicas of subsequent technological advancements in engineering. The lobby 
interior emphasizes simplicity and elegance of late eighteenth-century French early 
Neoclassicism. The design of the hotel lobby is human-scaled in proportion, with slender forms 
and an elegant color scheme. Straight lines and geometrical curves shape the lobby as a formal 
and classical environment. The calming effect of the dim lights keeps the lobby still and 
noiseless, far away from the noise on the Las Vegas Strip. 
 
6.2 Synthesis Findings among Four Hotels 
Both architectural and interior design characteristics of these four culturally-themed 
hotels recall an interpreted sense of the lived experiences of specific periods or locations. The 
cultural themes of these four hotels, Caesars Palace, Bellagio, The Venetian, and the Paris hotel, 
draw on different periods of history, including that of ancient Rome, the Italian Renaissance, an 
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Italian village,  and the French forms of the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.  Inspirations 
of the design concept of these hotels are derived from different locations, including Rome, 
Tuscany, Venice, and Paris (in order). Although they interpret different themes and styles, 
exterior appearances and lobby interiors of these hotels’ present cultural themes through 
symbolic and iconic design characteristics that are recognizable and understandable to viewers. 
Designs features demonstrate contemporary interpretations of distinctive styles that recall a sense 
of prior lived experiences of specific periods or locations that are somewhat imaginary and based 
on idealized fantasies, developed to further arouse visitors’ sensory experiences, while also 
increasing their awareness and appreciation of the art and accomplishments of other cultures. 
Among these four hotels, Caesars Palace, the Bellagio, The Venetian are Italian-themed 
hotels that lead visitors to experience a fantasy lifescape of the Roman Empire, a Tuscan Village, 
and Venice. The Paris Hotel Las Vegas presents specific imagery of the city of Paris through 
architectural and artistic monuments and buildings that interpret late eighteenth and nineteenth 
century advances that became available to all citizens and not only French aristocracy. These 
four hotels use distinctive themes and styles in the contexts of contemporary life and business 
development within the fantasy world of Las Vegas. It is obvious that the designs of hotel 
lobbies are inspired by a past, and several are rooted in Graeco-Roman antiquity. The hotels are 
the reinventions or reimaginations of different periods, including ancient Rome and Tuscany, 
Venetian Renaissance, and eighteenth and nineteenth-century Paris. They apply design 
characteristics of prominent past design styles and cultures that were associated with wealth, 
status, and class and that were typically available to only elite rulers, royals, aristocrats, or 
nobility.  The designs of Las Vegas however make such designs available to ordinary citizens. 
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The symbolic and iconic treatment of the prominent and distinctive design characteristics 
of hotel lobbies is straightforward, using the most influential language to communicate a specific 
theme to convey the fantasy environment of each resort. The physical environment of each hotel 
lobby is a containment that wraps the most iconic and representative aspects of a culture and 
their art. The applied design features are physical, but the connection between these features and 
the senses they arouse in visitors are invisible. The mechanisms of design aspects that impact 
visitors’ emotions and arouse their senses, especially their pleasure, are spontaneous and 
empirical depending on the individual. The concealed influences of the symbolic and iconic 
design characteristics subconsciously evoke visitors’ appreciation of the artistic styles. Although 
the appreciation of art is subjective, the hotel lobby is designed as an intuitive form that 
persuades and educates visitors to appreciate diverse culture and art through spatial volumes, 
forms, materials, hues, and motifs. Interpretations exaggerate, simplify, or rescale originals. 
These hotels provide specific imagery of themes derived from antiquity and reintroduced 
in a way that appeals to broader cultures. They create a sense of pleasure or preference that is 
influenced by the integration of multisensory stimuli and also highlight atmospheres of elegance 
and opulence. Their interpretations of distinctive styles recall the senses and the lived 
experiences of specific periods and locations and further arouses visitors’ awareness and 
appreciation of culture of art. 
Among the four hotels their scale, design features and ornaments, and exaggerated 
interpretations of the styles broaden the appeal. The Caesars' lobby is a reinterpretation of 
ancient Rome but is further enriched by sculptures of the Italian Renaissance occurring centuries 
later.  The lobby of the Caesars Palace employs some design aspects and motifs from ancient 
Roman, such as the frescoed ceiling from Roman antiquity, and the tiles with the classical motifs 
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of ancient Greece, but adds Michelangelo’s David from over a millennia later. In turn, the lobby 
of Bellagio primarily introduces the Italian interpretations of the romantic and graceful scenery 
of Tuscany (Italian) villages, but also incorporates architectural features that became prominent 
in the Industrial Revolution. Other than applying the Italian architectural aspects, the lobby of the 
Bellagio employs the floral theme and the use of imitation cast iron as well as a skylight. The 
floral theme supports the romantic and pleasant atmospheres in the lobby interior whereas the 
use of cast iron and skylights recalls the Industrial Revolution in the nineteenth century. As also 
introducing an Italian theme, The Venetian presents a modern and theatrical reinvention of 
Venice by the exterior appearances and demonstrates an opulent and graceful interpretation of 
the Venetian Renaissance period. The monumental exterior appearance is the reinvention of 
Venice that wraps the most famous sights, including a cerulean lagoon, the gondolas, the Grand 
Canal, the Rialto Bridge, Campanile Tower, and Doge’s Palace. The lobby of The Venetian 
recalls a magnificent imagery of the Venetian Renaissance through the Doge’s Palace.  The 
applications of the gilded sculpture, such as the Lion of Saint Mark and the armillary sphere are 
also brought to the interior to highlight other periods of glory in Venice. Among these four 
hotels, the Paris hotel is the only classical design that presents a traditional introduction of 
French themes on both exterior and interior design features. With the employment of classical 
motifs and the architectural aspects of French styles, the hotel lobby recalls a graceful period of 
Louis XVI by the mathematical proportion, rational planning, and light scale whereas its 
furnishing and finishes continue the light proportions and scale, slender forms, and emphasis on 
comfort, simplicity, and elegance. 
The design concepts of these cultural-themed hotels are inspired by the past, especially 
antiquity. The themes of the hotels emphasize a sense of a specific period or place. Meanwhile, 
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the manipulation of scale, volume, odor, sound, and touch also differentiate the freedom and 
control of the hotel lobbies. The integration of multi-sensory stimuli in these hotel lobbies 
creates occasional pleasantries and preferences to let visitors enjoy leisure and freedom without 
sorrow and anxiety. Yet, the reinvention of specific styles not only reintroduce and interpret the 
historical appearances that are tied to the period, but also reintroduce other period styles and 
cultural influences on broader appeal to visitors. 
 
6.3 Design Concepts and Philosophies of these Hotels that Work in Las Vegas 
As the capital of entertainment, hotels in Las Vegas have been designed to advertise the 
city by promoting an image of pleasure, elegance, and opulence. The luxury hotel lobby interiors 
lead tourists and visitors to experience an aristocratic freedom that is far away from everyone’s 
daily life. With distinctive themes and styles, these hotel lobbies restore a sense of a specific 
period and place. The Italian, French, and other themes reinforce the implication of authentic 
escapism. In Las Vegas, everyone has unrestricted privilege to experience the unusual life, an 
aristocratic freedom to grand living in the past. Caesars Palace was a significant pioneer that 
built a thoroughly cultural-themed hotel on the Las Vegas Strip. In addition, Bellagio, The 
Venetian, and Paris Las Vegas convert corollary images of imperial grandeur and elegance, 
introducing and reviving different splendid pasts. These four luxury hotels in Las Vegas embody 
a consciousness of the ideals, pleasures, and elegant physical environments that are associated 
with different periods, regions, and people. They are imagined reinterpretations of Italy and 
France, with classical and romantic tastes, that were once exclusive but are now available to 
ordinary citizens from around the world. 
The successful operation of Caesars Palace helped to reorient subsequent hotel 
developments in Las Vegas, leading to a generation of culturally-themed hotels. Later on, new 
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and larger versions of Italian-themed hotels, the Bellagio, and The Venetian, were also built to 
expand and glamorize the experience of being in Italy. Compared to Caesars Palace, these two 
Italian themed hotels have notably larger lobbies so as to greet more visitors. The reinvention of 
the Italian style extends from the overall architecture to the details in interior design. The hotel 
lobbies highlight the elegance of the period design, through an upscale environment and 
exclusive atmosphere that is filled with amenities. The distinctive themes and styles of the hotels 
meet with contemporary contexts of life and developmental strategies in Las Vegas, namely the 
experience of authentic escapism. 
The fascination of these culturally-themed hotels that advocate classical elegance has 
been a prominent and dominant characteristic in Las Vegas. In this study, the specific themes 
and design imagery were often derived from forms of Graeco-Roman antiquity or styles derived 
from this period, suggesting a continual interest in or valuing of this past. Beyond this study, the 
themes of the hotels in Las Vegas vary in different degrees of interpretative destinism. The 
Luxor(1993), New-York New-York(1997) and other themed hotels create a slew of fantasy 
destinations that include Egypt, New York City, and other glamorous places so that tourists feel 
like they can travel around the world while in this desert city.  Each hotel focuses on a particular 
theme and interprets its imagery through a glamorized interpretation of the past to create a 
desirable fantasy experience for guests. These hotels attempt to create a reoriented lifescape that 
lets visitors experience a different life of a particular period or place on their own terms and to 
the extent that they please. The boom of the culturally-themed hotels has shaped the city of Las 
Vegas, as a vibrant metropolis that allows visitors to enjoy a variety of lived appearances that are 
partially based in reality and partially based in fantasy to provide the most stimulating and 
pleasant experiences for guests. With a broad range of opportunities in the experiential realm, 
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guests and visitors have a variety of options to adventure and can choose which different life 
they will experience.  
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CHAPTER 7.    CONCLUSION 
7.1 Summary of Case Studies 
This study seeks to contribute to a body of scholarship about luxury hotel lobbies in 
culturally-themed hotels Las Vegas. It asked the following three questions: What are the major 
design characteristics and philosophies that underlie hotel lobbies of culturally-themed luxury 
hotels in Las Vegas that continue to successfully attract tourists?  What are the key features of 
culturally-themed luxury hotel lobbies that most influence emotional arousal, pleasure, and 
preference? How can these philosophies and design characteristics be applied to hotels beyond 
Las Vegas?  
The research focused on luxury hotel lobbies in four culturally-themed luxury hotels 
located along the Las Vegas Strip:  Caesars Palace, Bellagio, The Venetian Las Vegas, Paris Las 
Vegas Hotel. They are among the most successful hotels on the Strip. 
The literature review explains the cultural and historical context of the city of Las Vegas 
and its unique hotels as well as different design principles employed over decades in the city to 
increase tourism. It shows that the prosperity of culturally-themed hotels on the Strip is an 
illusion presenting both America’s demand and pursuit of great civilizations as well as its desire 
for the pleasant lifescapes of the American colonial West. It suggests that while citizens of the 
United States have the basic rights and enjoy freedom of thought and belief, Americans remain 
enchanted not only by the American Frontier, but also by diverse ideas of class, culture, style, 
and beliefs.  
Through its integrated research methods, this thesis 1) described, analyzed, and 
interpreted the architectural and interior design characteristics of culturally-themed luxury hotel 
lobbies, 2) identified the key attributes that evoke emotional arousal, pleasure, and preference in 
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lobbies through emotional profiles and sensory sliders, and it 3) interpreted and explained how 
principles of design that reflect the history and culture in Las Vegas can also have broader appeal 
and application beyond the city. 
The study finds that the distinctive design characteristics of culturally-themed luxury 
hotel lobbies in Las Vegas exalt and venerate major design movements, significant buildings, 
idyllic settings, and iconic persons of the past. Designers shape the physical environment of the 
hotel lobby as a containment that wraps the most iconic and artistic expressions of material 
culture to recall and represent historical and cultural themes in a comprehensive contemporary 
environment. Modern hotel interiors in Las Vegas, and particularly hotel lobbies, symbolize an 
artistic past in a straightforward and influential language that is identifiable to viewers and that 
communicates a specific intended and recognizable theme. Designs convey a fantasy 
interpretation of the past, typically of a pure and ideal utopia, suitable for a problem-free resort 
environment that is designed to produce pleasure through an artistic form of escapism.  
Key features of culturally-themed luxury hotel lobbies that most influence emotional 
arousal, pleasure, and preference include the monumental scale of rooms, the impressively 
articulated design features and ornaments, and the exaggerated moderns interpretation of styles, 
best exemplified by the leg of the Eiffel tower piercing the casino ceiling and resting on the 
floor. Such features contribute to an integration of multi-sensory stimuli in hotel lobbies that 
create occasional pleasantries, cater to visitor preferences, and surprise guests with wit. Guests 
have the leisure and freedom to interact with the environment without fear or the sorrow or 
anxiety associated with actual life.  
Architectural and artistic features in the lobbies of culturally-themed hotels in Las Vegas 
illuminate key philosophies and design concepts that facilitate the intended desirable experiences 
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of guests. Both architectural and interior design characteristics of these lobbies recall a sense of 
the lived experiences of specific periods and locations, and further arouse visitors’ awareness and 
appreciation of past cultures and their art. In this study, the impressive and representative 
imagery of specific themes were derived from Roman antiquity, the Italian Renaissance, Italian 
country villages, and the Industrial Revolution of 19th C Paris, among others. Themes recall 
valuable legacies of the past, inspired by recognizable sights from across the world, and 
represent an integration of influences from European, Asian, other cultures. The interior design 
of the culturally-themed contemporary environments are communicated in a pseudo-realistic way 
that appears somewhat believable, even though it is interspersed with obvious exaggerations and 
pure fantasy forms, that integrate the hotel lobby contexts to the broader entertainment culture of 
Las Vegas. 
 
7.2 Speculation of Broader Application and Conclusion 
These four hotels, Caesars Palace, Bellagio, The Venetian Las Vegas, and Paris Las 
Vegas, provide specific imagery of themes derived from classical antiquity, the Italian 
Renaissance, and French periods of the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. They are 
reintroduced with additional cultural influences that broaden their appeal to guests and create a 
sense of pleasure or preference that is influenced by the integration of multi-sensory stimuli. The 
hotel interior lobbies convey atmospheres of elegance and opulence. Their interpretations of 
distinctive styles recall the senses and the lived experience of specific periods and locations, and 
further arouse visitors’ awareness and appreciation of culture and art. 
Distinctive themes and styles of the hotels meet with the context of contemporary life and 
expectations of Las Vegas and its desire for authentic escapism influenced by other cultures. The 
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themes of hotels emphasize a sense of a specific period and specific places. Design concepts are 
inspired by the past and are frequently rooted in classical antiquity. The reinventions introduce 
and recreate historical empires, villages, buildings, and art. Culturally-themed recreations are 
tied to period styles and also reintroduce the styles with more culturally diverse tastes and 
modern technologies to broaden appeal and entice visitors from around the world.   
Findings reveal that the key design concepts and philosophies from the culturally-themed 
luxury hotel lobbies in Las Vegas that can be more broadly applied include: 1) developing a 
program and innovative design approach that mixes a recognizable historical reality with a 
romanticized contemporary interpretation of it, 2) integrating specific artistic imagery with a mix 
of realistic replicas and materials to stylized modern interpretations that visually recall historical 
forms and motifs in a simplified, machine-made aesthetic, 3) emphasizing a sense of place that 
hybridize a historical context abroad with a contemporary local context that is not meant to be 
interpreted literally but from the point of view of fantasy. 
In conclusion, this study helps to (1) understand the importance of interior design aspects 
in the hotel lobby; (2) illuminate the design concept inspired by antiquity and also the design 
philosophies related to the historical and social context; (3) highlight the themed hotel lobbies’ 
emphasis on the sense of specific periods and places, and also (4) reveal the key design concepts 
and philosophies that can be more broadly applied.  It will help interior designers in hospitality 
specializations outside of the famed city of Las Vegas. 
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